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INTiiODUCTION 
I. Uniqueness of the Adolescent Period 
The pupils of the Junior and Senior Middle Schools of 
China are in the years between twelve or thirteen to about twenty or 
twenty-two, which marks the transition stage from childhood to matur-
ityl "The broader, deeper, and more permanent interests are now 
developing, and character is taking its permanent trend; conduct, 
choice, and decision are becoming more personal, and less dependent 
on others. A n~1 sense of self is developing, and deeper recognition 
l 
of individual responsibility is growing." 
A. Transitional Aspect of Adolescence 
During this period there are marked and important physical 
changes. There is no neutral ground, no standing still during the 
period of adolescence; it is growth, expansion, assimilation of the 
mental, moral, and physical. The active mind of youth must be fur-
nished with proper ideals or it will assllnilate the ignoble. There 
is a growth of self-consciousness and sensitiveness. The powers of 
reasoning are now developed both analytically and synthetically. A 
new world is opening t o the youth; the mind runs along the lines of 
inquiry and investigation. The inevitable "whyn is forever being put. 
Old ideas and ideals are insufficient. !he "storm and stress" period 
takes the youth, in both body and mind, through a seething furnace 
of unrest. There are doubts and fears. Sin becomes more reaJ, and 
his salvation and faith are often bro~ht before the bar of reason. 
It is at this time that the youth needs particular care and direction. 
If not directed in just the right way and at the proper time, the life 
may perhaps take the wrone course, the course from which it is most 
difficult to wrest a wandering life. 
1 Betts: Row to Teach Eeligion P• 117 
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B. Beligiou.s Cris i s During Adolescence 
The bearing of the adolescent period on the religious life 
is of great importance, and this fact we have too often overlooked. 
The psychology of conversion shows u.s that the conversion of the 
adolescent is largely a psychological phenomenon. It is psychic more 
than it is spiritual. Both experience and investigation show that 
adolescence is the opportune time for the conversion e.x.per ience. The 
sense of sin is usually strong in young people of this period. It 
is biological rather than conceptual, and contains more of instinct 
than the acceptance of a proposition. To quote from }'or bush, the 
great student of adolescent life, "The peculiarity of this period 
that most attracts attention is that of crisis. It seems to be well 
proven that there comes a time in every adolescent boy and girl when 
.the various physical and moral influences of the life bear down to 
a pivot of repression, and then risine suddenly in a rising curve, 
carrying with them a new life. "l · There is a lull, a storm, then a 
peace. The boy enters adolescence a youth; he comes out a man. 
This hour of psychical birth is a most critical time. This 
"personalizing of religion" comes to boys and girls differently. With 
boys it is more violent and . sudden. With girls there may be successive 
times of storm and stress. President Hall calls this period nthe day 
of grace which must not be sinned away". Religious awakenings are 
prominent during this period. There is a rising in the curve of con-
version just before adolescence, and another just after. The golden 
age for conversion is frorn ten to nineteen. urrhe median age for both 
sexes is 14.9 years." 2 
1 Fo:rbush: 
2 Athearn: 
Conva1·sion occurs rarely before twelve and 
The Boy Pl'oblem 
The Indiana Su.:rvey 
P• 27 
Vol. 1, pps. 371-378 
10 
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indeed very rarely before eight . On the other handt it occurs 
rarely after twent;~.r-five, and ve'!y r:..nely after t hi rty years of 
ace. The'! Gfore, while the "iron is hot11 is the time to strike. 
To quot e f.rom Frederick Tracy, "The vast majority of those who 
are conve'!tad a'!e between the ag es of twelve an.d twenty when the 
expe!ience occurs; that the vast majority (:perhaps five-sixths) 
of these are between twelve and twenty; that of these latter, 
the larger p:ropo:rtion are between fourteen and eighteen; and 
that the most fruitful epoch for pronounced religious experience 
lies about midway between these last dates. If the statistics of 
conversion are represented by means of a curve drawn upon a 
cha!t (as:·. has been done by Sta rbuck, Hall, Coe, and others), 
the curve will be found to rise rapidly, though irregularly, 
through the early teens, :reaching its highest point at s:i: ~'len. 
and then fell.ing a\vay, again il'rer;ularly towards maturity. " lie 
further says, "The curve, besides rising to its apex at sizteen, 
will be observed to rise at thirteen and again at eizhteen or 
nineteen, to lesser heights; shovlir..g that the!e are, at these two 
points , pronounced conversion waves, though not so pronollli.oed 
as at sixteen. rrl 
c. Need of Belic; iolls Di!' ection dll:rine; Adolescence 
H is tragical that so many young folks pass th:rou::h 
this crucial stage or per iod of their experience withou.t any 
:gllrposive direction on the :paxt of the church , ancl withollt any 
r~ligious e uidance. 
1 Tracy: The P sychology of 1elie ion PP· 19 9 -;~oo 
It is a ll-importan t at this :period t hat we meet the 
at titude and will of tho child with carefLllly p l anned relieious 
inst r uction suit a ble for his Ol' h er need. Bible ma t e rial 
should furnish the mo st helJ:l and inspiration possible. There 
is much of the h er oic in the Sc:riptu.res which appeals to the 
child type o.f mind. The life and charact er of Jesus and a 
g reat many of t he Bible stories should be utilized, being 
inte:rpreted in accordance with the child's ability to apprehend. 
'J:Ihe miracles and a st L1dy of t he apostles with their activities 
in the fou.nding of the early church furnish a wealth of material 
which will aiJpeal to these ele1nents in the youth whi ch will 
serve t o develop prope:r traits of mind and character. How is 
t he opportu.ne time to present many of the great ethica ~ huths 
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of the Sible. It is during adolescence that nm~ ethical standards 
a r e being fol'med. Ther e a:re many conflicting and mysterious 
enotions coursing th:rough his beine:; . J:he boy idealizes the g::.r l. 
lf his moral conscience is rightly g uided, he will be led to 
regard g irls as being exalted; he ·will regard them in a sense of 
chiva lry and courtesy. The her oic in the Bible appeals to the 
early adolescent. He loves the he:r oic. A story such as that of 
Daniel in t he lion's den wins his whole being in rap t interest and 
attention. 
It is also profitable to study otiher facts of Bible teach-
i ng , such as reverence for life, high reea:rd for the family, the 
righteous use of wealth, the ideal of service in life, and the 
subordination of material considerations to the spiritual. Now 
is the supreme opportunity to instill into the heart of the youth 
respect for all that is high, holy, and good. 
If the youth can be led to a for.mulation of right con-
captions of, and proper attitudes toward life and religion at this 
time, the direction now given will be permanent. Modern psychol-
ogists are generally agreed that the adolescent period is the time 
of religious crisis in the life of the youth. Scientific study of 
the facts, both scientific and statistical, serves to corroborate 
the contention that if the child is not won by positive influence 
at this period, the chances are against his ever being won for 
positive religion. 
The best method to secure the highest results is through 
a systematic system of religious education. Of course there shouli 
be exercised great care in the training of the life before the age 
of twelve; but it is about that age that the great religious, 
psychological, and physiological awakening comes. Some movements 
and churches merely p~vide for a specially arranged ceremony for 
the registering and ratifying of positive assent on the part of the 
youth. But this is wholly inadequate. The saving of youth should 
proceed by a perpetual and continuous system of carefully planned, 
efficiently manned, and thoroughly organized training along all lines 
which bear upon the developing child. Religious education must 
co-operate with every force in the life of youth, including his 
associations and environment. Religious education is not independent 
of the other "practical" phases of life, but is rather correlative to 
them. Let us inquire into tho nature of religious education. 
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II The Nature of Religious Education 
A. Development from Within 
What is Religious Education? "Religious education is not 
identified with Christina education, but is a particular phase of 
it. It refers to direct efforts by instruction and training to 
inform the mind on the subject of religion and morals, to secure 
1 
conversion, and to develop character." Courses such as algebra 
and Roman history might well come into a program of Christian educa-
tion, and, rightly connected, might have a definitely religious 
bearing; but they would not fall within the scope of religious 
education as the term is generally used in our modern approach. 
Such subjects as algebra and secular history relate to religion 
in a most indirect manner rather than in any direct manner. Hence 
such courses would not bear directly upon a program of religious 
education, nor upon the application of the same to the present needs 
of China. The principal aim of religious education is to conserve 
the religious mind, heart, and attitude of the youth, and to keep 
unbroken, if possible, the bond of unity with and consciousness of 
God in his life. It seeks to so train, stimulate, and guide his 
spiritual development that his spiritual needs shall have constant 
access to the heart of life, and s~ll be sustained, organized 
and directed by the Infinite. It seeks to take the young life 
at the opportune time and so bring to bear upon its rapidly changing 
nature such influences as will guide it safely through the mighty 
transition period we call adolescence. Its program is prophylactic 
1 Report of China Edu. Comm. Christian Education 
in China P• 247 
1-i 
rather than therapeutic; preventative rather than curative. Religious 
education is a program for the .conservation of the religious life of 
~ youth rather than an effort to restore or reclaim lives which have 
sunk in the depths of sin. 
B. Evolutionary Aspect of Religious Education 
Religious education believes in the principle of evolution, 
the natural development of the spiritual content or soul of the child 
life. It pins its faith to the~ow, steady, but sure unfolding and 
growth of the religious consciousness, goir~ on in an unbroken chain 
from the earliest years until the end of life. Th·e religious educator 
accepts the postulate that in his spiritual development the child 
of the adolescent age employs the same powers of mind and heart and 
will that are used in other avenues of experience, and that t he laws 
of growth which hold in one realm hold also in another. Building 
upon this position, religious education utilizes the principles and 
methods that have proved successful in general education, and 
utilizes them for the particular sins and needs of religion. It 
believes that what we believe is of greatest importance shouldLbe 
put first of all into the schools, and, believing this, undertakes 
to put religion into the church schools in such a way that religious 
concepts, religious attitudes, religious activities and religious 
evaluations shall become an integral part of the nature of the 
child, a part of his ov1n inner self, naturally and continually ex-
pressed in each day's life as it is lived in the common round of 
responsibilities and duties. 
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III The Functions of ',Religious Education 
.A . Ehhancement of Good within the Social Realrn 
In our pl'ogram of religious edlwa.ti on, we do not propose 
to impose some theo:ry from without under the nar.ae of religion. 
',Religion, accordine to Profesaor Coe, is not an idea but a 
personal fellowship. It is the purpose of religion not only 
to cultivate in the life of the child a right relation to God 
but to prepare him to be an intelligent and honorable member 
of society. The religious school takes what is al:rea.dy in 
the life of the child and develops it to the highest interest 
of both the child and society. The pupil is led from nanow 
t o wider and mo:re symrathetic loyalties. The individual 
consciousness grows into a class or group consciousness with 
the Sunday School and t he home. This is enlarged into a 
church, a community, and, finally, into a world-consciousness. 
Repeated social acts finally become social habits. Instead 
of transmitting into the mind of the child a super-imposed 
system of law and morals, t h e child is tactflllly led to 
develOlJ w.h..at is already within his mind.. We recognize that 
t he mind is creative in its activity. The child is aided in 
defining, understanding, and improving something ·which is 
already within him. He is helped to ant.lyze the situations, 
activities, and purposes with which he has to do, so tr~t 
potential e oodness will develor) into positive g ood will and 
noble action. 
B. Identification of the Double :Wlll':pos.e of Beligion 
We must le&%n that love for man and love to God go hand 
in hand. Neither can be promoted in any high degree without the 
other. Our practical concern is to cause the young life to yearn 
for ·the fulfillment of the ultimate ideal of the Divine Will in 
human society. The sense of appreciation for the spiritual in 
life must be so cultivated that the cfy of human need will be 
recognized as the voice of God. This is the pat h which religious 
education should choose. This is religious education. The vitaliz-
ing principle is love. The child is led to heed the Divine voice 
within his own soul. He is led also to become sensitive to the 
social needs and demands of the age. Neither re l igious asceticism 
or humanism is at all sufficient. Without zeal f or God we must 
combine an enthusiasm for the welfare of all men. Thus t he great 
double purpose of religion becomes a single purpose. 
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Chapter I 
':rHE PfiES.ENT STATUS OF JUNlO'B AND SEtl'lO'B J41DDLE SQIOOLS OF CHINA 
I. Historical survey of the Schools of China 
A. The Educational System Preferred by Confucius. 
As China is one of the oldest countries in the world, she 
has had schools as her tradition relates, as early as 2400 B.C.; but 
there is no reliable evidence of a systematic educational movement 
before Confucius (551-478). Then an educational system as proposed 
by Confucius was established under this system. Schools were for 
nobles as well as for common people. There was a primary school for 
every twenty-five families; a hieher school for every five hundred 
families; a college for fl'fery 12,600 families. Boys began the study 
of the elementary branches at the age of eight, and passed from these 
to the study ot rituals, music, archery, horsemanship, literature and 
mathematics, the higher branches ot learning. In other words, education 
embl'aced. moral, milita:r y and intellectual t:raining. Tsze-:hsia: said, 
"It a man withdraws his mind from the love of beauty and applies it 
as sincerity to the love ot the virtuous; it, in serving his parents, 
he can exert his streneth to the utmost; if, in servine his prince, 
he can devote his life; if, in his intercourse with his friends, hia . 
words are sincere, that shows he is a learned man'' •1 The .Master taueht 
fou:r thinss: literature, ethics, devotion of soul, and truthfulness. 
B. The Readiness of Chinese to Make New Departures of a 
Practical Nat11re 
The. dominant influences in shaping the course of Chinese 
education have been religion, covernment, and reverence for antiquity. 
The development of the educational system of China has been directly 
1 Chinese Four Books Commercial Press, ~hanghai PP• 104-108 
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inflQenced bJ Confacianism, Buddhism, and Taoism, and she has been 
considerablJ inflaenced by Christianity for the last eental'y. Because 
of anfamilial'ity with the law of progress, China has maintained andae 
l'espeet for the ancient sages and has been kept from radical reforms 
antil they were imposed by the necessities of modern interooQrse. 
Although the Chinese have been highly conservative, as l'eflected by 
their edacational system, their conservatism has its limits. While 
slow in making a de~artu:re, yet, once the truth strikes home, and its 
practicability is demonstrated, they do not hesttate at radical changes, 
nor are they discouraged by difficulties and obstructions. Only in 
1907, seventeen years ago, the policy of provid:ing modern education 
upon a national basis was adopted. When due allowance is made for 
this fact, China compares favorably in her educational history with 
the western world. 
c. The Great Scope of China's Educational Curricula 
Though China has introduced reforms so late, yet she bas 
always regarded education as of supreme importance. lt is not a change 
in the spirit but in the character of the learning which has been made. 
In fo~er times, China cherished only the literary and ethical ex-
cellencies of the ancient Chinese classics; she now extends her ad-
miration to the practical realities and usefulness of the western 
sciences, because in them she recognized the instruments for the realiza-
tion of her new national and economic ideals. 
D. Her Democratic Edacational System 
It was very fortunate that the people of China have lone 
been democratic in spirit; and so has been their educational system. 
20 
The main motives of Chinese education tbx0ughout many centuries which 
may well be continued even with the altered content of the curricula, 
have been the development of the individual along the lines of virtue 
and culture, and the seouring of social control by raising up leaders 
with ability and character. As a matter of fact, from the point of 
view of the present situation of China, she is, to-day, more in need 
of true men than she is of merely modern methods. 
E. The Great F.evolution Occasioned by the Famous Edicts of 
Emperor Kuang Hsu 
The famous edicts that brought on the createst revolution 
in the history of China, were issued by the Emperor X~ Hsu in the 
year 1898. One of these edicts outlined the oreanization of a nation-
al system of modern schools for teaching both Chinese and western 
learning. The scheme provided for the establiahment of schools and 
colleges in the districts, prefectures, and provincial capitals, 
while a university was to be established in Peking. As soon as this 
edict was promulgated, schools began to spring up over the country. 
F. The Edicts of Empress Dowager Issued in 1901, 1905, and 1906. 
In 1901 the Empress Dowager issued an edict ordering the 
provincial examination halls to be turned into colleges. A middle 
school was to be established in every prefectQre, an elementary school 
in every district, and primary schools in large numbers. Other edicts 
provided for the establishment of colleces in the leading cities, the 
opening of normal schools, and the establishment of an educational board 
in Peking. 
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It was found out that so long as the old examination 
system was retained, the modern schools would not prosper. So, in 
September, 1905, the old style literary ~ination was abolished. 
For a number of years, since the educational system of China was 
refonned, educational affairs were placed in the hands of a commission 
in Peking which had under its immediate charce the Imperial Univer-
sity of Peking where the Chinese, English, French, Ge~n, Japanese, 
and Russian languages, as well as law, mathematics, chemistry, 
physiology and other subjects were taught. Later it was made into 
the Board of Education. Under this Board, colleges, primary and 
secondary schools, nonnal, mechanical, agricultural, police, and 
military schools multiplied throughout the Empire. According to 
official returns compiled by the Board of Education, the number of 
government schools, excluding military and naval schools, reached 
35,198 at the end of 1910, with a total enrollment of 875,760. 
Hundreds of students, supported by the Gove~ent, or otherwise, 
went to Europe, America, or Japan. On their return they were eLam-
ined by competent men in Peking and eiven Chinese degrees which served 
as passports to the government offices. Translations of standard 
foreign works gradually reached the moat distant parts of the country. 
Various regulations which governed public instruction had come into 
force. In each province there was a commissioner of education whose 
duty was to further the interest of public instruction. Education was 
not made compuls0!7• 
"By an edict of 1906, fiTe points were to be emphasized 
in every school: { l) Loyalty (Jt· l ); { 2) Confucianism ~.j£.,); 
(3) Nationalism {tt)~ ); (<i} Martial Spirit ~$-J : {6) Honesty ~fl•"l 
l Ung Ping Li: Outlines of Chinese History P• 620 
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Mission schools still continQed to do good work, although they 
receiTed no official recognition from the government. 
G. The Revolution of 1911 as a Landmark 
The revolution of 1911 set a landmark in the history of 
education in China. Soon after everything was in order again, the 
Provisional Government turned its attention to popular education. 
The textbooks Qaed in the schools were to be in harmony with the spirit 
of republicanism. Manual work, military and physical exercises were 
emphasized. The classics were el~inated from the primary schools but 
national readers were demanded for the primary schools as substitQtes 
for classics. Girls and boys were permitted to study together in the 
lower primary schools. Social education was also introduced. 
11 An Analysis of the Educational System of China 
A. Ministry of Education 
The Ministry of Education, with its Minister of Education, 
is at the head of the modern system in China. A Tice-minister and fOU% 
councillors are the assistants of the Minister of Education. The work 
of the Ministry is divided into the Bureau of General Education, the 
Bureau of Technical and Professional Education, and the Bureau. ot 
Social Education. The Bureau. of General Education has charge of 
kindergarten, primary, middle, and normal schools, school attendance, 
certification, and appointment of teachers. The Bureau of Technical 
23 
and Professional Education looks after the affairs of colleges and 
universities, higher technical schools, and the sending of students 
abroad. The Bureau of Social Education has charge of affairs relat-
-
ing to popular education, public lectures, libraries, museums, and 
... 
exhibits. 
B. Self Administration in Each Province 
The Ministry of Education sends out inspectors to visit 
the schools of the various provinces. There is a Commissioner ot 
Education in each province as administrative head. The OommissioneJ 
takes charge of the educational affairs, and is the agent of the 
Ministry of Education, with a corps of assistants. There is also 
a number of inspectors in each province, and the duty of each is to 
visit schools and make reports. Each district has its Board of 
Education, and certain of the gentry are elected to manage the 
educational affairs in cities, towns, and villages. 
c. China's School System Prior to 1922 (See Diagram l) 
Prior to the year 1922, the course of the lower primary 
or citizen school was four years. After a pupil finished this 
course he or she might enter a higher primary or an industrial school 
of the B class, which coarse covered three years. When the pupil 
finished the higher primary, he or she might go ;_to a middle school -
a course of four years - to an industrial school of the A class, or 
to a. normal school. Supplementary courses of two years are provided 
for pupils who could not go on to a. hi&her erade after they finished 
the lower primary or higher primary school. A pupil might go from 
the middle school to a aniTersity which has a preparatory of two years, 
or to a professional school or a ~gher normal school. The requi re-
ment of the regular higher normal school was a fo~-year course. The 
industrial school required a preparatory year, and its course coTered 
three years. 
Ill The Place and Task of the Middle School in China 
A. The Aim of Primary Education 
The primary education aimed to deTelop the child mentally 
and physically,to lay the foundation of good citizenship, and to enable 
the child to make his own living in the world. These aims are common 
to the lower and higher primary schools. The cities, towns, and 
Tillages are responsible for the establishment of primary schools and 
kindergartens. The districts establish higher primary schools. Schools 
for detectives are managed in the same way as the primary schools. 
Prolld.ly speaking, the primary schools throughout the country, on the 
whole, haTe been doing good work. 
B. The Aim of the Middle School 
The aim of the middle school is to complete the ceneral 
education of a child and make him an efficient citizen. The establish-
ment of middle schools is left to the proTincial authorities. The 
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c. The Middle School the Weakest Link in the Chinese 
Educational System 
The middle schools have tomed. the weakest point in the 
Chinese system of education. and about seventy per cent ot middle 
school graduates could not find positions in which they could earn 
a living, as statistics collected by Kiang-su Educational Association 
show. The system of education which had been larcely borrowed from 
the Japanese, was found not suitable to the needs of the country. A 
new system is now before the country and has been approved by the 
Board of Education and adopted by most of the middle schools, both 
government and missionary. 
D. Reasons for the Change From the Old to the New 
System 
The reasons tor the change from the old system of educa-
tion to the new are as follows: 
1. The new system ot education bas "flexibilitY''• From the 
administrative point of view there are many schools which can only 
afford to establish Junior Middle Schools with the uniform curriculum. 
They may devote their time and money to open high standard Junior 
Middle Schools. For the establishment ot the Senior Middle School, 
according to the local necessities and environments, one department 
or several departments may be started at first. 
2. The new system of education is adaptable to the needs of 
individuals, so making it easy to stimulate the student's interest. 
3. According to the old system of education, the schedule of 
courses for the school year was partial and disconnected. Bow, afte:r 
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a student has graduated from middle school he can go to college 
directly instead of entering the preparatory schoo~ of two years to 
prepare for entrance to collece. 
As the system stood, there were seTen primary years, 
four of which were spent in the lower primary; .the primary schools 
now take the for.m of a single grade. Hovrever, the primary course 
may be divided into two sections, four years and two years. Schools 
giving instructions only in the first four years may be established. 
After the fourth school year, special courses for vocational prepara-
tion may be added. Compulsory education has been fixed at four years 
for the present, but this period is to be prolonged where possible. 
IT The JWlior and Senior Schools of Middle School System 
The greatest change is in the Middle school period. 
Formerly the middle school cQurse was four years. The new plan 
calls for a six-year period or two three-year periods. The first 
three years of general work, which corresponds to the Junior high 
school in America, is followed by three years of a somewhat special-
ized Tocational trainine, fitting the students for further work in 
such subJects as engineering, law, or medicine in the higher schools, 
or for taking up some special line of activity outside of the schools. 
This system makes it possible for those who plan to go on to a higher 
education to do so, and, at the same time, gives definite vocational 
training for those who are to leave school after the middle school 
peri0d. Both American and European countries haTe been rapidly 
adopting this system. So, in making this change, China is fallinc 
in line with the progressive countries in the West. The elective 
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system is introduced in the Senior Middle School course. Thus it will 
be seen that the new system or education permits flexibility and adapta-
tion to the needs of local conditions. 
T Genuine Interest in Education Among all Classes 
So far, the government is not so stable as expected, the 
revenues provided tor the support or schaols are not so reliable as 
estimated, internal strife has not been stopped as desired, and the 
diverting of school fands for military purposes still goes on; y~t 
there is a genuine interest in education among all classes or Chinese 
people. This fact appeared in the seventh annual meeting of the 
National Associated Educational Association in Canton in 1921. View-
ing the delegates who came from the central and northern provinces, 
the country appeared united educationally. The formation of the 
Educational Beform Society, backed by the men who are really doinc 
educational work in the country, which will endeavor to put the new 
system into operation, is one of the hopeful. signs of the times. 
Viewed from the economic standpoint, and eonsideriDC 
the ease with which graduates of the Secondary schools secure wort~ 
positions, it is justifiable to say that the present status of 
Secondary schools in China is very encouraging as well as promising •. 
Chapter II 
THE RELIGIOUS BACKGROUlTD .AND NEEDS OF PUPlLS IN THE 
JUNIOR AND SENIOl\ MIDDLE SaiOOLS OF CHINA 
I 
1 Religion as a Nat~al Part of the Chinese ~fe 
Let ~s now t~rn to a consideration of the religio~s back-
ground and needs of pupils in the Junior and Senior ~ddle Schools 
of China. The Chinese are nat~rally a religio~sly inclined people. 
The inheritance of every Chinese child is a distinctly religious trend 
of mind and heart. China is a land overflowing with religions. 
J.. The Primeval Religion of China - Animism 
The prin1eval religion of the Chinese was Animism. ln addi-
tion to the worship of heaven and God, or Shang Ti, by the Emperor, 
and now by the President of the Chinese Republic, the animistic worship 
is still being practiced. The Chinese of the older regime endowed 
clouds, stones, rivers, trees, and hills with spirits and they believed 
in the s~rvival of the human spirit after death. Non-Christian China 
still attributes spirits to non-personal existences. In ~eneral the 
Chinese people have believed that the human body was endowed with three 
separate and distinct spirits. One remains with the bo~y in the grave, 
the second abides in the ancestral tablet which is ~sually prepared 
for each deceased person and placed in the family temple and worshipped 
by his descendants; while the third spirit passes on to the world of 
spirits for rewards or punishments according to the deeds done in the 
body. The Chinese have explained the activities of the spirit in 
d:eams while the body was q~escent. As a result they had a distinct 
conviction of life beyond the grave and they manifested this belief 
by ancestral worship, which practice has been almost universally 
prevalent in China from the earliest times. This f'a.ct is indicated by 
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the singular naming of the .Ministe:r of F.eligion, which was, "The 
1 
Anange:r of the Ancestral Temple"• 
II China's Three Great Historic Religions 
A ~aoism 
Taoism is usually dated from the date of the birth and 
life of its founder, Lao Tze, who was born in the year 60' B.c. 
"Universism is Taoism". 2 
spiritual. 
"Lao Tze's philosophy was idealistic, mystical, and 
3 It was lofty, unselfish, and molal." Aftel' the 
mysterious disappearance of Lao Tze, the ancient Wuists dete:rmined 
upon his name as their High P:riaat; the Divine incarnation of their 
doctrine of supernatural forces operating through nature and Lao 
Tze's exalted teachings were transformed into a system of degrading 
sorcery. As a proof that the system which now passes under the name 
of Taoism is earlier than Lao Tze's time, we have the record that 
the temples for Taoist worship were erected between 1000 and 900 B.c. 
"The existence of these temples three or four hundl'ed years before the 
birth of Lao Tze furnishes historic proof that Taoimn is not the 
product of Lao Tze but is an older superstition which took advantage 
of his name and transformed his vague, pantheistic speculations into 
superstitious practices. ,,t. 
The use of idols in connection with Wu worship and the 
chanting and dancing exorcists are first reported about 1197-119~ B.C. 
later the transformation of Lao Tze's philosophy into Taoism is assoc-
l Legge, Jas. The Chinese Classics 
2 DeGroot, J.M.. Eeligion P• 6 
3 Soothill, w.E. The 'lbree Beligions of the Chinese P• 82 
"" 
Bashford, J .w. China P• 243 
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iated with the name of Chang Tao Line. He is said to have been born 
abo11t 34 A.D., and to have been a descendant of Chang liang, one of 
the three heroes who helped to found the Han Dynasty. Upon the enthrone-
ment of the first Han emperor, Chang Liang ref11sed all political and 
jlldicial offices, and gave himself llp entirely to the search for the 
elixir ·of immo!tality. Fai~ing to find his long-Gought treas11re, 
he finally died. Bllt Chang Tao Ling is reported to have finally dis-
covered the elixir of life, and through it to have become immortal and 
ascended on high. On his translation he beqlleathed his secret to his 
son, and from that day to this C~ Tao Ling's family bas fllrnished 
the patriarchs or popes of Taoism. Chang Tao Ling was deified in 
the Imperial Edict in 1716 A.D., and became designated as the "Pearly 
Em:peror", YU HUANG SHANG TI, ( ±.·~.1::.~ ) and is freq11ently- we might 
well say generally - worshipped by the Taoists as Shang Ti, the Tr11e 
God. Taoigm has oontinlled as a 1~1 superstitiolls form of religion 
whose baneflll inflllence llpon the Chinese people has yet to be written. 
The modern variety of Taoism is the most silly Jumble of 
sllperstitions that can anywhere be follnd and is a system of the w~est 
polytheiam. That polytheiam, or other Sllperstitions, forms no part 
of the teachings of Bllddha is as tr11e as that they form no part of the 
teachings of Ia.o-tze. Both, along very similar lines, taught "the 
way" - 1. e., the way of life. Nor do the better edllcated among the 
Chinese accept the sllperstitions that have crept into the religion of 
Taoism. Taoist priests and temples exist everywhere. The bllsiness 
of the priests is to help the people follow Tao. It is Sllperstitiolls 
folly1 there is milch soothsaying, magical religiolls ceremonies and 
incantations; the priests work 11pon the sllperstitiolls fears of the 
people and thus keep them ~n constant fear and subjection. The pope 
or leader o£ the modern form of this system does not wield much 
authority, but is looked upon as the head of a spiritwal system. 
.B. Confucianism 
Confucius (Kung-tze), the Great Sage of China, was born 
in the year 551 B. c., and died in -'78 B.C. China was in turmoil when 
Confuscius was born. There was warfare, plague, and pestilence. 
Education was neglected and famine stalked throagh the land. He 
was born in the state of Lu, in the western part of the Province of 
Shantung. Confucius held Tarious offices in the state government. He 
believed he could bring peace out of chaos. He finally died after 
having searched in vain for some prince who would let him try out 
his plan. For a hundred years he was almost unknown. Then arose 
Mencius, who was a follower of Confucius and who brought his master's 
name into prominence. 
The mind of Confucius was practical. He was agnostic 
concerning the next life and the Gods. His attention was occupied 
by the affairs of this life, conduct, character, and the relations 
of man with man. Confucius showed very little interest in religion. 
Mencium was a political reformer, and labored for the organization 
of society on high ethical principles. 
Confucius was not very practical since he did not fully 
appreciate the gulf between order of life and his cherished ideal. 
He believed in the development of the inner nature of man. Frayer 
could have only a subjective influence. But his primary interest 
was in man and the state. It is due to his influence lar~ely that 
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China has her present system of inheritance which works wntold in-
ju.stice. By inherent right, the father, the ru.ler, the hu.sband, the 
elder brother possess rights a.nd privilei:es not to be qu.est.ioned by 
the other members. This has resulted in a lopsided society and every 
individual member does not have a fu.ll and free chance for development. 
In religion, Oonfuciu.s may be classed as a philosophical naturalist. 
We read that Confu.cius had no claim to divine revelations. Twice or 
thrice he did V&£U.ely intimate that he had a mission from heaven, and 
that until it was accomplished he was safe against all attempts to 
inju.re him; but his teachings were singu.larly devoid of any reference 
to anything but what was seen and temporal. Man as he is, and the 
du.ties beloneing to him in society, were all that he concerned himself 
abou.t. ~'s nature was from God; its harmonious fu.lfilment was 
obedience to the will of God; and its violation was disobedience. 
Bu.t, in affirmine this, there was a striking difference between his 
language and that of his own ancient models. In the King (ancient 
Chinese) the references to the Su.preme Being are abundant; there is 
exu.lting, awful recognition of him as the almighty personal Eu.ler, 
who orders the course of nature. With Confu.ciu.s the vague, impersonal 
term "hea.veri" took the place of the divine name. There is no glow 
of piety in any of his sentiments. He thought that it was better thi.t 
man should not oocu.py themselves with anything but themselves. 
"As mentioned in the Analects, there were four things of 
which Confuciu.s seldom spoke: extraordinary thi~s, feats of strength, 
rebelliou.s disorder, and spiritual beings. Whatever the institutions 
of Chow prescribed abou.t the services to be paid to the spirits, he 
performed reverently, to the letter; but, at the same time, when ono 
of the ministers of LU asked him what constituted wisdom, Confuciu.s 
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:replied: "To giTe one's self earnestly to the duties due to men, and 
while respecting spiritual beings, to keep aloof from them - that may 
be called wisdom".l 
Confucius was a philosopher, not a mystic. As long as we 
fail to serve mankind, why should we talk about se:rTing dwellers of 
another world? "While you cannot sel'Ve men", he said to Tse Lu, one 
of his favorite followers, "how can you. serve spirits?" And again 
he said, uWhile you. dO not knOW life, what can you. knOW abou.t death?" 
( in Four Books) 1 
Yet Confucius said, "The power of spiritual forces in the 
Universe - how active it is everywherel Invisible to the eyes and 
impalpable to the senses, it is inherent in all things, and nothinc 
can escape its operation. It is a fact that there are these forces 
which make men in all countries fast and purify themselves, and 
with solemnity of dress institute services of sacrifice and religious 
worship. ~ike the rush of mighty waters, the presence of unseen 
I 
:Power is felt, sometimes above us, sometimes around u.s"• 
But for man the greatest religion is the practice of the 
moral law, the sum and substance of which is found in the "golden 
ru.le". "The moral law", said Confucius, "is not something away from 
the actualities of human life. When men take u.p somet~ing away from 
the actuality of human life as the moral law, that is not the moral 
law. When a man carries out the principles of conscientiousness and 
reciprocity, he is not far from the moral law. What you. do not wish 
othe:r s should do unto you., do not do unto them." 1 (in Four Books) 
After the death of Confucius, there were many temples 
dedicated to the worship of him. An attempt has been made since 1911 
1 E • . Haldeman & Julfu.s · Chiri.eso PhUo:sophy of Life PP• 11-12 
Haldeman-Julius Company, Giard, Kansas, 1922. 
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to make Confucianism the state religion, but it has failed. Con-
fucius has provided China with a great moral code. He was a sincere 
IB triot, and will be remembered as one who saw a better China in 
his vision and gave his life in an earnest endeavor to realize his 
dream. China's present existence is largely due to the principles 
ot Confucius. So far as the welfare he achieved for China is con-
cerned, all the people of China should remember htm forever, pay 
reverent respect to him as the greatest educator, philosopher and 
stateman, but not worship him as the founder of a religion. 
c. Buddhism 
The third great religion of China is Buddhism. This 
religion was brought to China about 250 B.C. by eighteen Buddhist 
missionaries from India, though reports of it bad reached China 
many years before that time. The real Buddhist evangelization of 
China began about 148 A.D. on the arrival of the second group of 
Buddhist missionaries. By the year 400 A.D. nine-tenths of the Chinese 
householders had accepted Buddhism. Buddhism exists in China only 
because it meets a real need. There are at least a million monks 
and nuns of this faith in China to-day, which speaks tor the strona 
hold it has in China. The monks of Buddhism are men of the world and 
are in disrepute, although many of them are sincere men. The people 
come to the temples and have recourse to the monks, to offer up their 
prayers and make their sacrifices. Buddhism has accommodated itself 
to ancestor worship. But as one obserTes this religion in China 
to-day, he gets the evident impression that it is "run down"• It .bas 
tailed to touch the inner nature of the religious life of China~ 
Buddhism has appealed in a marvelous way to the esthetic and beautiful 
in Chinese life, but there are depths which have never been penetrated 
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as yet, and indeed BQddhism does not contain the vital power to awaken 
the fQll spiritQal resources of any life or people. 
Ill The ReligiOQS Status at Present in China 
A. Failure of the Historic Religions to Provide 
a Vital Force. 
Among all the three religions of China, Confucianism has 
become substantially a state religion, though not universally recog-
nized as such. ConfQcins and his followers first defined in a 
practical and plausible manner the relationships between people and 
emperor, between people and people. The state was the hobpy~ of 
ConfuciQSe All his theories were measured by their valQe in reaation 
to the state. He felt that the sage and sovereign ahould be combined 
in one. The welfare of the state thus depended in large measure on 
the rectitude of the emperor. The system as a whole is negative. 
Confucius followed and advocated the Negative Golden Rnle. It lacks 
the heroic features which makes a deep and abiding appeal to the 
human soul. · There is no challenge in his appeal. To-day China 
is suffering under religions decay. The old historic religions have 
signally failed. True, they still exist; but they have not been able 
to challenge ehina to the highest spiritual life. Each one of these 
religions has commendable elements in them; but they are not sosmopol-
itan, and are without a satisfactory support for all the phases of 
life. Each is narrow, incomplete; each lacks something vital. China 
calls for a more satisfying, a more powerful religion. 
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B. China's Yearning for a MO re Dynamic Beligion 
From the foregoing points of view, one is led to see that 
undoubtedly China is rich in religion; that she has a great religious 
background, but of the wrong kind. It is not the type of rel i gion 
that prodQces spiritual forces sufficient to meet the needs of China. 
There is no dynamic, no vital force. These old religions have served 
a need to the Chinese people. There are elements of good in each of 
them; however, not one of them nor all of them to~ether are capable 
of satisfying the eage:r mind of the new China. with her new demands 
that the old religions, which have been brought before the bar of 
reason and found wanting, be replaced with another religion. 
Dean .Athearn in his World Survey says, "Taoism attempted to 
state a conception of the Divine, and to show a way of life; but 
Taoism had no place for a personal Divine Being, and to-day it is 
t he most debased of China's religions - a worship of innumerable evil 
spirits. ln Confucianism there eocists a fine, practical moral code -
incomplete, but still admirable in its system. But Confucianism 
deliberately turned away from all of God, and to-day the chief mani-
festation of this relision is ancestral worship, dominated by fear 
of the power of the departed. Buddhism recognized the power of evil 
in the world and held out the hope of escape. lts great appeal to 
the .Asiatic mind lay in its recognition of essential and inherent 
sadness of life as lived by the people of Asia. They followed the 
teachings of Buddha because he gave hope of escape, far distant, but 
ul t i rna. t e. 
Many valuable influences can be found in these religions. 
They have served a need. But after all has been said; after full and 
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just credit has been given for their good and commendable q~lities; 
after due recognition has been given for the best aspirations and 
moral teachings, we are still justified in saying that they have, 
separately and collectively, failed, and failed in a sense which 
l 
cannot be charged to Christianity in the West." 
c. Leading China to Christ Through Her Young People 
The China of to-da.y is awakeni~. The new iaind of the 
new China is inquiring for a better way for her religious life. The 
secret of reaching China and of leading her into the light of the 
Gospel of Christ lies in reaching her young life. We cannot hope 
to transform China through hal' adult lif'e. But young China is open-
minded, eager for the truth. China. is undergoing a highly intell-
actual change. In the social life of China great and rapid changes 
are occarring. Religiously there are influences which tend toward 
atheism and the rejection of all religion. lf at this crucial 
.. 
moment we can make the appeal to the mind of the yoWlg men and women 
of the nation, we may hope to win China to Christianity. Doubtless 
the most effective way is through her own people. Missionaries have 
done a marvelous work; but the modern demand is for a positive progl'a.m 
of constructive religious education through which the Chinese 
develop their own religious and political leaders. If the young men 
and women of China can be trained in the ideals of Christianity and 
then go forth to the realms of leadership, China will be saved for 
herself, for the world, for the Kinedom of God. 
D. The Educational System as a Means of Leading 
China to Christ 
The needs of the adolescent pupils of China are not the 
1 Athearn: World Survey - Foreign Volame P• 140 
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old traditional religions they already have, bat the religion which 
will meet their needs. Christianity has been in China for more than 
one handred years. The result of Christianity's missionary program 
has been immense, although very small so far as numbers are concerned 
in comparison with the other religions of China. But one who is a 
student of the life of China cannot fail to be aware of the tremendous 
impress of Christianity upon the life of China. About one-third or 
one-fourth of the students in the mission schools of China, one-
~ventieth of the students in the government or private schools, 
and about one-eight~hundredth of the business men and farmers are 
Christians; the remainder of the Chinese people are still followers 
of the three other great religions of China. If the appeal ot 
Christianity can be made in the right way, China can be won fo:r Christ. 
The appeal mast be made through the schools, through the educational 
system. China's future will be moulded by the new cenerations of 
educated men and women. Saper·st i tiona and fear will give way to 
deliberate consideration. Some other religion, granting it be not a 
disregard for all religion, will take the place of the old syste~ 
E. GoTernmant Regulations Regarding Mission Schools 
ln recent years the funds appropriated for government and 
private schools have far exceeded those given for the missionary 
schools. And in the government and private schools no religion may 
be taught. The vital difference between the missionary and government 
schools is that in the missionary schools, religious education is 
given a place in the carrical~ while in the government schools 
only ethics is taught instead. The seo~lar part of the curric~lnm of 
either class of schools is very s~ilar. 
The following are the government regulations of mission 
schools laid down by the Ministry of Education: 
1. No name of mission or church school should be attached to 
the name of the school. 
2. The school ground sho~ld be separated from that of the 
mission o~ church. 
3. The support of the school should not be considered as 
coming from the mission or church. 
4. The our!'iculum and regulations of the school should be in 
keeping with those of the ~nistry of Education. 
B. No religious ceremony should be required in the school. 
6. Non-Christian children should be admitted into the school. 
7. No distinction should be made in the treatment of Christian 
1 
and non-Christian children. 
Most of the mission schools for boys and girls have non-
Chlistian children, and they receive the same training and treatment; 
therefore the last two rules are unnecessary. Many of the mission 
schools have already complied as far as possible with the requirements 
outlined in the fourth rule. The first, second, and third rules are 
l'egal'ded as bal'dly fail' and reasonable. We do not wish to say any 
harsh things about these restrictions. They are probably not drawn 
up with any motive antagonistic to the Christian Church, but we do 
feel that the Ministry has been over-cautious in makinB these regula-
tions. The Christian Church is the best friend of China and it seeks 
for nothing but the real good of China. Secular education develops 
l China Year Book, 1916 pps. 348-34.9 
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one part of man's mental and moral faculties; the Christian school · 
aims at the development of a complete manhood and womanhood. by 
cultivating all the latent forces that are in man - physical, 
intellect~l, moral, and spiritual. China needs such a complete 
manhood and womanhood, and the world really needs such as well. 
F. Opportuneness of the Moment for Winning China 
to Christ 
It is the conviction of those who know the rapidly changing 
conditions in China, that if China is ever to be won for Christ it 
must be in the immeasurable possibilities fo~ good or evil. At 
present China is only about five or six per cent literate, according 
to a recent statement of Bishop Lau:ress J. Birney. The great reason 
for the retarded literary growth of China. is to be. found in the fact 
that her religions are exhausted, especially Confucianism. Confucian-
ism pointed backward to the Golden Age~ The Chinese are beginni~ to 
catch the spirit of Christianity which always looks toward the 
future. The day of isolation for China. is past and a new day .ha.s 
dawned. The course she is to take will be determined by what in-
fluences are brought to bear upon her life at this particlllar moment. 
The Yollth Movement of China is of inestimable importance. The young 
of China have for many generations been held in restraint. bllt today 
they are practically in control of the idealism of China's life. 
The old-fashioned training in the classics has given way 
to a large and comprehensive training in ter.ms of western edllcation. 
What inflllence shall we brine to bear upon the more than five millions 
of students in China in more than one handred and fifty thollsand 
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schools? A new foundation for Christian missions has been laid in 
the fact that a new language has been created in China in which the 
ordinary speech of the people has been redaced to writing. If the 
right impress of the Christian spirit is made in this developing, 
this changing China, she oan be won for Christ. And her yoath must 
do this. We are the ones who m11st train her yo11th through a 
comprehensive program of religions edncation. In the carricnlum of 
the schools of Chin& a place mnst be made for religions teaohinc. 
The place given by mission schools to religio11s training may be so 
employed as to serve as a leaven until the entire school system of 
the nation will be CbXistianized. The present indifference in the 
state schools will have been sllperseded by a program of positive 
Christina constractive ednca.tion. Ellt if the present Yonth Movement 
is allowed to crystallize into indifference, the leadership of China 
will be lost, and hence China herself will be lost to Christendom; 




EQUIPMENT JJio"D TEA.CHEI1S OF RELIGIONS FOB SQ!OOLS OF 
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
I Inadequate Equipma1t for Beli~ious Educational Work 
We will never seem to be really earnest in our anxiety for 
the religious life of youth or adolescense until we give evidence of 
our endeavors in concrete form. If it is worth more to save a child 
than to redeem an adult, why not spend more at it? If we really be-
lieve that the most effective way to usher into universal power the 
Kingdom of God, is through the training of our youth, why not make that 
method of approach to the solution our primary onef Of course we be-
lieve in the reconstruction of broken lives. There will always be a 
place for the ministry of rescue, but the understanding mind will read-
ily agree that preventive measures are far better than curative measures. 
Yet in the past we have been so hesitant about investing liberally in 
programs for the conservation and training of our youth. Where in 
our system of education is that movement which does make its first 
and prinary interest the conservation of childhood from the viewpoint 
of religionf 
II The Equipment Needed for Successful Work 
The situation is quickly seen when the interest manifested 
in religious education is compared with the interest in the day schools. 
Compare the equipment of our religious schools with that of our free 
public schools. Our lack of interest is show.n in the lack of practical 
text-books in our religious mhools. The religious training of the past 
has been largely of a very inferior type. Only a portion of each week 
is devoted to this interest. Teachers of religion have far too often 
been without training. Religious organizations have been reluctant in 
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providing ample funds for the equipment of buildi~s for the teaahinc 
of religion. In many schools there is no place for religious education 
at all. But the religious education department should be worked in 
correlation with the public schools. 
A. The Use of Pictures in Religious Education 
The study of equipment needs takes us into different fields 
of interest. First there is art as an important part of equipment. 
No school for the teaching of religion and high living is complete 
without a few good pictures from some of the master paintings. In China 
in the past there has been little done in this respect. Almost no 
pictures have been used in the feeble attempts at religious education 
in this great country. Blank walls do not leave blank mental impressions. 
Their very blankness and bleakness makes a negative and undesirable 
impression. Children learn through the eye most readily. Adolescents 
are very largely visualists. It is ~ossible to overestimate the 
power of pictures for good or evil upon the lives of those who look 
upon them day after day. A few well-chosen pictures will afford one 
of the most vital parts of a modern and thoroughly equipped school. 
~-~~reat lessons can be taught through pictures. Every school should 
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use pictures freely, that is, pictures of the right sort. Religious 
schools especially should employ pictures, because in the field of 
religion there is almost no limit to the quantity of excellent pictoxes. 
A good picture of Christ by some master painter is desirable. 
Then there are pictures b.y artists of every phase of Chlist•s life 
on earth. Pictures of natural scenery are of great value. Eeligious 
pictures of a general nat~re may be secured. But the quality is of 
far greater importance than is the quantity. One good picture, well 
chosen, is worth far more than a dozen mediocre piet~res. The adoles-
cent bas a right to the very best in art. A high appreciation of art 
goes band in hand with a high esthetic appreciation of the beautiful 
in religion. There is art in religion. The youth can be led to a 
higher appreciation of the beautiful in religion and in life thro~ 
a proper use of religious pictures. Children as well as adults will 
stand in wonderment before a master painting. Their natures are stirred 
to their depths by the spirit and vision of the artist. 
A picture may tell more than a year's course in ~bstract 
ethical discussions. Youth will look at pictutes of some kind. This 
is self evident. If good pictures are not provided, it is certain 
that his mind will feed on art of a lower type. The life of a youth 
can be largely made or unmade through proper use of good works of the 
artist. The youth has a right to a knowledge of the fine arts. 
Pictures oarr,y a universal message. It is important to have pictures 
of great leaders such as Lincoln, Washington, David Livingstone, 
Chinese Gordon, Phillips Brooks, Confucius, M.encius, Motze, Chang 
Chih Tung, L1 Hung Chang, and the others who have made outstandi,ne 
contributions to the welfare of the race of men. 
Such pictures stimulate the ideal of good citizenship. 
The children will see the explorers, the colonists, the soldiers, 
the teachers, preachers, and philosophers of the past; they will 
learn that the blessings of our present life became possible through 
the pain and hardship of those who suffered for our sake. 
Another form of equipment lacking in the past has been 
the map. No teacher can well make real the eeographical settinf:s 
and ba.ck:gl'Oilllds without this aid in visualization. Maps help to 
make historical events concrete and real. ln the past there has been 
a very inadequate equipment in the line of maps. 
B Necessity for Good School Buildincs and Surroundings 
Then also, in the past there has been no adequate provision 
for buildings and rooms for religious education in China. In connection 
with every school there should be a place for the teaching of religion. 
These rooms should be well lighted, well warmed, and well ventilated. 
This has not been true in the past. 
Modern biological science has made us familiar with the 
influence of environment in moulding the individual. Twenty Boston 
babies transported to Timbuctoo would almost certainly crow up like 
natives. Some advantages of their heredity might appear, but they 
would resEIIlble their black neighbors in their manners and customs, 
and in their standards of living. Their surroundings or environmenta 
might even chan~e their original shape, manner, and attitude as well. 
It is true that a certain biologist has stated recently that nurture 
.rathel' than nature is the more powerful factor in htuna.n culture. This 
shaping process is very manifest and effective in the power of social 
environment. Once a great English school-master spoke of the 
"almighty wall•t, by which is meant that architecture is a moral in-
fluence in education. It is worth while if the community can spend 
more money in the erection of good school buildings from which better 
citizens may be turned out. A good school building increases the 
spirit of the school and makes its pupils proud of it. The great 
schools of America bring to bear upon yeuth the impression of their 
strength, dignity, and charm. The lines of their noble walls, the 
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ivy overgrowing them, the trees and lawns about them, encourage self-
respect and courtesy. The school buildings in Chilla a score of years 
ago were not as good as they are now; they were inadequately equipped 
and are still backward in comparison with the school buildings of 
the West. 
When the master of a school found that the boys misused 
the halls, scribbled on the walls, threw things carelessly around, 
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broke the gla ss globes of the gas jets, and played rough games, he 
might change the situation, not by making new rules or devising new 
punishments, but by improving the halls, repainting the dingy corridors, 
hanging them with attractive pictures, and reforming the manners of 
the boys by improving the general order. If everything is neat, 
nice and attractive, the boys will naturally maintain order. Order 
invites order. The perception that the school authorities care for 
the comfort and the pleasure of the children calls out a quick response. 
Similarly, a moral lesson may be taught by the appearance 
of a well-kept schoolyard, with its carefully kept, well-painted fence, 
its inviting gateway, neat cronnds, its tended trees with seats 
placed under them, and its shrubs which soften the sharp corners. 
These things are the test of how a proper yard should look. The 
school surrounds the life of youth with aesthetic ideals which affect 
the moral and spiritual life of its pupils. The yard outsid8t.·.and the 
halls and rooms inside are clean and neat and in order. There are 
not only maps but pictures on the walls, and flowers in the windows. 
It might be said that no expense should be a hindering factor in 
securing the finest pictures for use in schools for religions education. 
Our youth deserves the best that money can secure. The physical aspect 
of the plaoe assists the discipline ot the school. For disorder 
withoat invites disorder within, and there is a vital connection 
between clean sarroandings and a clean spirit, Jast as there is 
between clean hands and a pare heart. 
C The Necessity for a Good Library 
The library tor a school of religioas edacation or a 
religioas edaoation department is one of the most important factors. 
First of all we mast realize the argent necessity of a good library. 
Th~oagh modern stady of the child and of the mind, we see the need 
of sapplying oar yoath with good reading. Good reading refines, 
elevates, ennobles, and stimalates to lofty parposes. It points 
apward. Evil reading debases, degrades, perverts, and tarns away 
from lofty aims to axamples of corraption and criminality. The 
commanity is cursed ~ pernicioas literatare. Ignorance as to ita 
debasing character in nameroas instances, and an indifference that 
is disgracetal in others, tolerate and sanction this evil. Parents 
send their beloved children to school and have textbooks placed in 
their children's hands while lesson after lesson and precept after 
precept are drilled into them. Bat through criminal indifference to 
other reading tor the children than their text-books, the grand 
possibilities locked ap in the tatare ot every child, if kept pare, 
with all the appetities and passions ander control, are often circum-
scribed and defeated at the threshhold of lite. 
It follows that we exert a powerfal intlaence on the lives 
and characters of children through the books whioh we pat into their 
hands. The library of the School or Department of Eeligioas Edacation, 
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th.or e fore, is either a powerful help or a powerful hindrance in 
t he mental, moral, and spiritual development of our youth. Con-
seqtlently, there should be a committee to select new books for 
the school libraries, and this comr.a.ittee should read all the books 
before placing them on the library shelves for distribution. 
'J:lhere are various ways of secul'ing new books, within reach of the 
most limited means. Tha t a libra r y may be a lways fresh and of the 
best, a certa in amount of money should be set aside each yea r for 
the purchase of new books. 
Another essential fOl' religious education i s a special 
:reference library for teachers. Its shelves shoul d be well stoclced 
with all the latest commentaries and aids to tho study of the 
Bible, and should be free of access at all times to eachers. The 
teachers' library should a lso have every s erviceable publication 
relative to the teaching method s of relig ious education . lt shouJd 
have the r:and-UcNally Bible Atlas - Historical, Descriptive, and 
Illustrated ... which is full of info:rmation regarding t he Holy I.and, 
including ancient and modern Jerusalem, explanations and color ed 
diae rams of the tem:pl e, with !taps , pla.ns, review cha:rts, and 
beautiful engravings of sa lient features of interest. 
of useful books for teachers is g iven be low: 
Child Study 
Gabot, Ella Lyman. Seven 1'..ge s of Childho od 
Houghton r.:ifflin , Bo s ton, 1921. 
Groves, G::q;na_de~rts F.. and 
G:roves, 1 :, Hoag land Ylholesone Childhood. 
Roughton h ifflin, Boston, 1924. 
A list 
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Child Study (Continued) 
~!.:wnford, Edith E. Bead. 
~Yo rsworthy, Naomi and 
·~·!hi tley, 1Tary Theodora. 
Te rr1an, Lewis I.llidison. 
':'leig le, Luther Allan 
·whitley, Mary Theodora. 
Dawn of Feligion in the i.lind of t h e Child 
Longmans, Green, N. Y. 19~5. 
Psycho10!5Y of Childhood 
filacmillan, New Yo:rk, 1918. 
I.1easurement of Intelligence. 
Houghton ~lifflin, Boston, 1916. 
Pupil and the Teacher 
Lutheran Publication Society, 
Philadelphia, 1911. 
Study of the Little Child, 1922 
Study of the Primary Child, 1922 
Study of the Junior Child, 1923 
Westminster Press, Philadelphia. 
Organization and Administration 
Athearn, ''falter Scott 
At hearn, Ualter Scott 
Chapin, Luch Stock. 
Cope, Henry Frederick. 
Dan ielson, Frances Weld 
rt:axwell, Charles 1\obe:rt 
1l!J.nkres, Alberta. 
P owell, Marie Cole. 
Stout, Johns., and 
Thompson, James v. 
Church School 
Pilg rim Press, Bost on, 1914. 
Organization and Admini stration of the 
Church School. 
P ilgrim Press, Boston, 1917. 
Cradle Boll of the Church School 
P ilg rim Press, Boston, 1920. 
i.7eek-day Church-school 
Doran, New York, 1921. 
Lessons for ·reachers of Beginners. 
P ilg rim Press, Bost011, 1914. 
Observation of teaching . 
Houghton Hif'flin, Boston, 1917. 
P rimary l:ethod in the Church School 
Abingdon P ress, New York, 1921 . 
Junior il1ethod in the Church School 
Abingdon Press, :New York, 1923. 
Daily Vacation Church School: How to 
Organize and Conduct It. 
Abingdon Press, Boston, 1923. 
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Courses of Study 
Betts, .Anna Freelove. 
C:rosby, Rena L. 
Fra.yser, Hannie Lee. 
Hanson, Helen Patten. 
Betts, George Herbert. 
Gall ov~ay, Thomas \'!alton 
Le e, Joseph 
Pal mer, Luella Angelina 
Parker, Samuel Chester. 
Suter , John Wallace 
'1/eigle, Luther Allan. 
lhe Hothe:r-T~cher of Relig ion. 
.A bingdon Press, 1922. 
Geography of Bible Lands. 
Abingdon Press, Nmv York, 1921. 
Followers of the l'.i1a rked T:rail. 
Abingclon Press, :Kew York, 1921. 
Travel Book for Juniors. 
Abingdon Press, New _York, 1921 . 
Peda.gogu 
How to Toach Religion 
Abingdon Press, rJew York, 1919. 
Use of Hotives in Teaching 1.lo:ra1s 
and Religion. 
Pilgrim Press, Boston, 1917. 
P lay in Education 
I\Ia cllillan, :New York, 1915 . 
P lay in the Fi :rst .Eight Years 
Giru1, Boston, 1916. 
Genel'a1 Methods of :reaching in 
Elementary Schools. 
Ginn , Boston, 1922 . 
Crea. ti ve Teaching. 
l:!a cl:illan, Hew York, 1924. 
Talks to Sunday School Teachers. 
Doran, 1-i ew York, 1920. 
Bi ble Story H.tterial 
thearn, Walter Scott 
(Editor) 
Hodges, George. 
11untin,s , Harold Bruce. 
'l' he rl'la.st e r Library. 
Foundation Pres·s, Cleveland, 1924 . 
\Then the King Came. 
Houghton .fdifflin, Boston, 1904. 
Story of Our Bible 
Scribner, New York, 1915. 
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Bible Storv ~terial (Continued) 
Bib.bany, Abraham .Mitrie. 
Sherman, H. A. and 
Kent, c. F. 
Streihert, Muriel. 
Christ Story for Boys and Girls. 
Houghton Mifflin, Boston, 1923. 
Children's Bib le. 
Scribner, N~v York, 1922. 
Youth ancl the Bib le . 
Macmi llan, New York, 1924 • 
.Manne:rs and Customs 
R~iley, Albert Ed~~rd. 
J~obingier, Eli za beth .Mille:r. 
Rice, Edwin Ylilbur. 
P ictures 
Bailey, Albert Edward 
Bai ley, Albert Edward. 
Beard, Frederica. 
Hurll, Estelle 1.1ay. 
On Nazareth Hill 
Pi lgrim Press, Bos ton, 1915. 
Sto r i es of Shepherd Life . 
University Chicag o Press, 
Chicag o, 1924. 
Orientalisms in Bible Lands. 
America n Sunday School Union, 
Philadelphia, 1910. 
The Gospel in Art. 
Pilgrim Press, Boston, 1916 . 
Use of Art in Religious Education 
Abingdon Press, New York, 1922. 
Pictu1· e s in Eeligious Education. 
Doran, New York, 1920 . 
How to Show P ictur es to Childl'En 
Hou.ghton Mifflin, Boston, 1914. 
Collections of Stories 
Alden, Raymond Idacn ona ld 
Curtiss, Phebe A. 
Why the Chimes F.ang. 
Bo bbs-ller rill, lndianap oli s, 1908. 
Chri stmas Sto1·ies and Legends. 
~J. eig s P ublishing Company, 
Indianapolis, 1916. 
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Collections of Stories (Contd) 
Hunting, Harold Bruce. 
Lindsay, I~Iaud. 
I,indsay, Maud. 
Mabie, Hamil ton Wright. 
Stocking, Jay T. 
Stocking, Jay T. 
Stocking, Juy T. 
Stories of Brotherhood 
Missionary Education Movement 
of the United States and canada., 
New York, 1918. 
Story Garden for Little Children 
Lothrop, Lee a.nQ Shepard, 
Boston, 1913. 
St 017 Teller. 
Lothrop, Lee, and Shepa rd. 
Boston, 1915~ 
Farnous Stories Every Child Shot<dd 
Know. 
Grossett and Dunlap, New York, 1907. 
Ci t y That Never ·:vas r: eached. 
Pilgrim Press, Boston, 1911. 
Golden Goblet, 
P ilg rim Press, Boston, 1914. 
~il l'. Friend 0 ' £:ian 
Interchurch World Mova'lent, N. Y. 
Story Telling 
Cather, Katherine Dunlap. 
Eggleston, I~Iargaret w. 
St. John, Edward Porter. 
Beligious Education Through 
Stol'y-Telling. 
Abington Press, New York, 1925. 
Use of the story in Relieions 
Education. 
Doran, Nev; York, 1920. 
Stories and Story Telling. 
Pilgrim Press, Boston, 1918. 
Dramatics 
Galloway, Thomas Walton. 
Ui ller, Elizabeth Erwin. 
M~ 11 e,. Eli zabeth Erwin. 
--- - ' 
Handwork 
Faris, Lillie A. 
Littlefield, Milt on s. 
Hool'e, Jessie Eleanor. 
',/ardle, Addie Grace. 
Ca:ro ls 
Hill, Patty M. 
Poul sson, Emilie. 
Biley, Alice c. D. and 
Gaynor , Jessie. 
Thomas, Edith Lovell. 
\7alker, Gertrude and 
Jenks, Rani et 
Music 
Drmatic Instinct in J\el iei ous 
Educe..tion. 
Pilgr im Press, Bos ton, 1922. 
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Dramatization of Bible St ori es . 
University Chicago Press, Chicaeo , 19 19. 
D:r~ntization in the Church School 
University Chicago Press, 
0hice.go, 19 23. 
Sand Table. 
Standard Publishing Co., 
Cincinnat i , 1915. 
Hand-work in the Sunday Schoo 1 
Sunday School Times, Phila., 1908. 
Little Chi ld and Hi s Crayon. 
a bingdon Press, N. Y., 1922. 
Handwork in Religious Sduca~ion. 
University Chicago Press, Chicago, 1916. 
Leyda Publishing Co., 
Wapello, Iovra. 1914. 
Song Stories for the Sunday School 
Swnmy, Chicago, 1899. 
Finger Plays. 
Lothr op, Lee and Shepard, 
.3o ston, 19 23. 
Songs of the Child World, Vol. 1 
John Church Co., N. Y., 1899-.--
Music in the Home 
Ab ingdon Pr ess, New York. 
Songs and Games for Little Ones 
Oliver Ditson, Boston, 1887. 
Prayers 
. Beard, :F'rederica. 
JI.'Ja. :rt in, John. 
Mumford, Edith E. Read. 
Ylorship 
Baldwin, Josephine L. 
Berg, 1~ry Kilpatrick. 
Hartshorne, Hugh s. 
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Prayers for Home and Sunday School 
Hodder and Stoughton, N.Y., 1917. 
Prayers for Little .ll.[en and Homen 
Harper, N. Y., 1912. 
How We Can Help Children to P ray. 
Longmans, Green, N. y. 1923. 
Services and Songs 
Ab ingdon Press, 1~ . Y., 1923. 
Pr imary \'lor ship P rog rams. 
Doran, N. Y., 1924. 
Manu.el for Training in Worship 
Sc:ri bne:r, New Yoxk, 1915. 
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The moralising of education by making use of local facts 
and conditions for the tl'aining of children to live th.eir immediate 
lives depends upon the teacher. The moral atmosphere of the school, 
like its physical atmosphere, is determined by the teacher. It is 
the teacher who opens the windows or keeps them closed. .&nd this 
applies to all kinds of windows through which children may look 
out upon the world in which they live. It is in the personality 
of t he teacher, as much as in the method, th2.t the problems of educa-
tion are to be worked out. 
\ 
III The Position and Importance of the Teacher 
The teacher's ideals of a quiet schoolroom and a success-
ful examination at the end of the ter!{l"' ma,r achieve certain results, 
,I ., 
but at the same time may make school children r~te the school and 
thus may bring to naught all t he mo ral opportuni ties. When boys 
and gir ls go out from such a school they know how to read, wr ite, 
and cipher, but are i gnorant of the value of the virtues and resent 
authority. When they are sent into the community they may do evil 
1Ni th t h i s intellectual equipmen t. The ver y excellence of merely 
intellectualized instruction may make the school a menance to the 
state. 
A. A Good Citizen as the Teacher's Ideal 
The true ideal of the teacher is a good citizen. The 
moral problem of the teacher is to make the school life yield that 
fine resnlt. The condnct of the school, the care of the fabric, 
the pictnres on the walls, the songs sung and learned by heart, 
the lessons taught, are all to be in harmony with the flag floating 
over the school root. Bnt the first essential of all to that 
harmony is the spirit of the teacher. 
B The Inflnence of the Teacher's Personality 
and Character 
One of the most inflnential moral and spiritnal facts 
abont the school is the presence of the teacher. nEvery thill8 in 
- 1 " 
the school depends u.pon the work of the teacher." Beoau.se the 
most valnable contribu.tion that a good school can make to the 
equ.ipment of a growing citizen is a point of view, a way of lookinC 
at things~ and a sense of valu.es, the teacher is a most vital factor. 
In short, good or ill, what the teaoher gives depends u.pon her 
personality. "We may have forgotten many of the trnths presented 
and most of the conclnsions drawn, bnt the warmth and glow of the 
hnman tonch still remains."2 
The ambassadors of moral and spiritu.al influence are 
the sincerity, the fairness, the sympathy, the kindness, the patience, 
the cou.rtesy of the teacher, or the lack of these qualities. For 
acceptance of the teacher's ideals of life they prepare or block the 
way. - What is taught is learned or not, according as these virtues 
rnle in the teacher's life. The teacher shonld be their incarnation 
and embodiment. They can make the school liked or disliked, and they 
may make it morally effective or ineffective. The teacher's person-
ality and character are the constant textbook of the school. The 
1 Vincent: 
2 Betts: 
The Modern Snnday School 





religious teacher who is conscious of God and devoted to the highest 
ideals, who looks toward the life unseen and immo!tal, cannot help 
but make t he school a moral and religious influence. Morality will 
be infused with l'eligion, as flowers are filled with fragran ce. 
The trained teacher and leader of relig ion is difficult 
to secure. Also , the salaries of religious teachers are so small 
that the economic factor is a largely determinative one. \''/e cannot 
expect young people to look forwa:!.'d to distinctively religious work 
·when there are other fields offering much higher salaries, while 
at the same time great good can be done in these other fields. 
There are many individuals with high ideals who are willing to 
undergo financial sacrifice in order to p erform a certain ~JPe of 
Christian work. This attitude toward 4-ife is most corrmendable. 
What the teachers are the students wil l be. How to secure t:rue and 
effective teachers is the most i mpor tant problem in connection with 
every depal' t m.ent and every kind of religious educational work. 
C The ·~ua. lifications necessary for a Teacher 
The first important qualification of a teache:!.' of relig ious 
education is a vita l personal religious wo2erience. The teacher 
himself should be a sincere, loyal, and faithfu l Christian. He 
should possess a vital religious life, and he should also be 
interested in religiOtlS education as distinguished from other types 
of relig ious work. He should have such p ersonality and g eneral power 
a3 vri ll enable him to create a spiritual atmosphere for his class. 
He shOLlid g uide the pupils to acknowledge God a s Heavenly :!!'ather a nd 
Jesus as Savior. He should lead the class to wo!k out the ideals 
of Jesus Christ through his ovm vital reli t;i oua e}:perience. 
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Another impol'tant qLJ.alification of a teacher of religious 
education is a knowledge of how to plan and organize o. cotJ.l' se of 
stuc1y adapted to the needs of pupils. 'rhe teacher can easily decide 
the kind of plan tr~t best suits himself and his particular grade 
of worl~. Different c rades of pupils and different subjects will 
requi!e different course plans. The three majo!' heads of "Ai::ls", 
"ldatc:r ial," and "1Iode of Procedure" wi 11 prove serviceable in all 
plan making . 
When the content of the subject matter has been decided 
upon then comes Ol'ganization. How shall we arrange and plan the 
material we teach so as to provide for economy in the leal'ning 
process? The great law here is that the arrangmnent of subject 
matter must be psychological. The selection and arrangement of 
subject matter should be in te!ms of the learne:r instead of in 
terms of the subject futself. 
A third important qualification of a teacher of religious 
education is a thorough grasp of subject-matter. The teacher 
should have a broad knowledge of the subject to be tauGht. In 
the case of the Bible, for instance, a thorough knowledg e of the 
Bible itself is necessary. How much knowledge of the Bible shouJd 
be required? Just so much as will give the teacher the feeling 
that he not only loves the pupils o:r children but also has something 
vital to give to them. ln addition to his Bible knowledge he must 
enter into the spirit and genius of the Hebrew nation, know ·theil' 
aspirations, their political and economic problems, and understand 
their t:ra.ditions and sufferings. He must know the historical and 
social setting of the Jewish people, the nations and civilizations 
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that surrounded them, and the customs, mode of life, and trend of 
thought of contemporaneous peoples. He must g et materials from 
the relig ions of ancient Egypt, Asnyxia, Babylonia, Greece, F.ome, 
India, and China, with the purpose of creatine a finer spirit 
of religious tolerance • 
.b. fourth important qualification of a teacher of l'eligious 
educa tion is a thorough knowledee of the best teaching method. 
This should include mastexy of the technique of various types of 
teaching, such as the assignment lesson, recitation lesson, 
lecture lesson, inductive-deductive lesson, the appreciation 
lesson, the how-to-study lesson, the object lesson, the socialized 
lesson, the drill 1 esson, and th e review lesson. l'Jot only should 
the preparation of teacher include this knowlec"ige; it should also 
include a knowledge of the best technique and special method 
nsed according whether the teacher is interested in kindergarten, 
primary, intermediate, or jt:LI'l.ior and senior high school teaching. 
A fifth important qualification of a teacher of religious 
education is a mastery of teaching-slcill obtained through practise 
under skilled supervision. The tea cher's pxepa:ration should 
include, if possible, a period of training for at least ~velva 
weeks under the supervision of expert Cl'itic teachel's. This 
training c ives to the teacher the greatest possible skill in a.. 
short time. The supervised teaching should include the training 
in problems of administration, with special emphasis upon the 
administering of standardized; intellie;ence tests and educational 
measurements. 
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A sixth important qualification of a teacher of religious 
education is a sympathetic under standing of pupils. This under-
standing should be based upon a study of the psychological develop-
ment of the particular age g:roup that the teacher is working with, 
and should include a thorough mastery of the principles of genetic 
psychology. The teacher must be interested in his pupils. He must 
make them feel that he is interested in them and that he understands 
and sympathizes with their problems if his work is to be most 
effective. 
If the religious education is to stand on a plain with 
other subject matter•, the teachers of religion should have the 
six qualifications mentioned above. The compensation for teachers 
of relig ion should be as large as that of the teachers of secular 
subjects. We need religious schools in China for the training 
of teachers of religion. We need to train great nmnbers of the 
Chinese temselves for this distinctive wol'k. \l e t'lB.y draw teachers 
for the schools of relig ious education from the ser1inaries, 
theologica l schools, and the School of Re ligious Education of 
Boston University if some of the schools Of China can afford to 
secure some gifted and interested teachers in relig ion. 
Chapter IT 
THE PRESENT CUBlUCULUM ANALYZED AND EVALUA.TED FBOII.t 
THE VlEWPOINT OF RELIGIOUS NEEDS OF STUDENTS 
1 The Aim of the Establishment of Christian Schools 
in China 
The Christian schools were established to make an open-
ing for the preaching of the Gospel, and to make education an 
adjunct and aid to evangelization. The Christian schools were not 
established by pl'ofessiona.l educa.tol's and not alone for education• s 
sake. Once schools wel'e established, however, they proved their 
right to live not only by serving the end for which the,y were 
originally founded but by contributing effectively to the other 
ends which missionary work began to set for itself. As a result 
they grew in number, size, and variety, their specific character 
ranging from the kindergarten to the college, and even in a few cases 
undertaking post graduate work:. As the Christian community developed, 
edification of the church and the preparation of preachers and 
teachers became obviously a process of education that called for a 
further develo~ment of schools. For the permeation of the non-
Christian community with Christian ideas, schools, altholl.gh not the 
only agency, were yet one of the most effective. 
Because the aim of the earliest schools was to prepare 
both preachers and teachers of religion, the major subject in the 
curriculum was the study of the Bible. The missionary's difficulty 
with the language, and the meager equipment of the Chinese Bible 
and teachers made the results not wholly satisfactory. 
It seem4d that the missionaries transplanted into the 
Orient the traditional system of the Occident, non too good for the 
West and certainly not ideal for the East. Therefore the students 
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studying in the earliest Christian schools were not so numero~s as 
expected on account ot the inadeqwate carric~lum. S~bjects ih the 
c~rric~lum offered as graduate co~rses tor preachers and teachers 
were such as Bible, hymns, Chinese, and arithmetic. The graduates 
ot the earliest Ch1istian Schools from tlus old and incomplete 
currio~lum had no English or other foreign language but were only 
rich in Chinese learning. Science meant very little to them. 
The c~rric~la of the Christian schools were constantly 
changed and improved. The graduates after the year 1888 had a better 
education, both sacred and sec~lar, b~t the Bible course had not 
changed very m~ch. Every student who studied in the Christian 
Schools and intended to graduate and get either diploma or degree, 
was req~ired to st~dy Bible. The requirement for Bible in the 
o~rric~lum is still operative. 
A. The Newness of Religious Education in China 
Religious Education appeared in China only in recent years. 
It is a distinctly new movement. But the missionary schools have 
seldom mentioned the name "Religious Education" in their ourric~la. 
The only approach to it has been their Bible study. Nevertheless, 
there are many teachers in the mission schools who are acquainted 
with religious education. But in the main their larger conceptions 
have not crystallized into any formal or constructive program of 
instr~otion in that larger field. A rather s~perficial study of 
the Iible bas constit~ted almost the entire teaching which has been 
given in the possible lar8er field. As a matter of fact, religio~s 
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ed~cation is larger, broader, and in every way more incl~sive and 
comprehensive than Bible st~dy. Eeligious education is an enlarge-
ment of those elemental teachings of Script~e whioh are really 
fundamental to life. It includes the social, developmental, and 
dynamic phases of life. lt includes the constant and consistent 
training of all elements of the life of the child, the development 
of those qualities and attit~des of life which fit him for a finer, 
nobler, and better conception of privilege and duty toward both God 
and man. Eeligious Ed~oation not only synthesizes all the elements 
of life in the process of development, b~t it also co-ordinates the 
life of the adolescent in a way which produces a balanced character. 
There is in China a marked prejudice among the parents 
of many ot the children in the mission schools against the required 
Bible study tor their children. The s~bstitution of a larger and 
more comprehensive curriculum will reassure many of these parents, 
because a true program of religious ed~cation will draw subject 
matt er for its curriculam from both Bibldcal and non-Biblical sources. 
II Analysis of the Present Currioulam 
A Use of the Bible as the Sole Tex~ Book 
Up to the present time the missionary schools in China have 
bad, generally speaking, but one text book in their currioulam, namely, 
the Bible. In China there is no uniformity or systemization in even 
the st~dy of the Bible. Each school is entirely independent in the 
working out of its manner of pl'esentation and arrangement, hence no 
real and vital progress in Bible instruction is made. In some schools 
Iliratthew and Mark are u.sed in the first year of Junior High, while Luke 
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and John are ~sed in the second year. In the first year of Senior 
High Eomans is st~died; in the second and third years, the !pistles. 
Some schools choose selections from both the Old and New 
Testaments. Furthermore, the method of teaching Bible in these 
schools is primarily memory work. Every teacher in some mission 
schools is still required to teach, aside from his sec~lar subjects, 
one Bible class. This is expected to provide inspiration for the 
teachers as well as to assist the students to an understanding and 
appreciation of the Bible. Most of these teachers have had no 
special training for handling such a class. They teach Bible not 
beca~se of any interest in s~oh a course, but beoa~se they are 
obliged to do so. So in many instances they not only ~tterly fail 
in leading st~dents to become Christians, but on the other hand they 
lead them to become atheists. This inability to create and maintain 
a tr~ly reverent and religious atmosphere in these classes is not so 
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much the fa~lt of the teacher as it has been the weakness and in-
adequacy of our past program for religious training. It is impracticable 
for the blind to lead the blind. Therefore, the teachers in our 
mission schools need a thorough, more adeqQate preparation, ed~cation­
ally and inspirationally, in order to be equipped for their work, 
and to be worthy to be entr~sted with the important work of instr~cting 
in religion. 
If the teacher eannot approach this work with love for 
both his work and his p~pils, we cannot expect promising res~lta 
from such teaching. The teacher may aim at entertaining his p~pils, 
pleasing the fanqy, q~ieting the conscience, exciting the sense of 
humor, kindling and gratifying curiosity, and giving to the half-ho~r 
of the class recitation the charm of a parlor chat, f~ll of bright 
sto~ies and bon mots and flashes of genius. He may aim at winni~ 
the personal regard and admiration of his pupils. He wants tham to 
love him and praise him, to say appreciative things to his face and 
give good reports of him behind his back. 
B. The Highest Aims of the True Eeligious Teacher 
But there are still higher aims for the true teacher of 
religious education. The highest aims are conversion, spiritual 
culture, and the formation of character. The personal relations 
of the soul to God transcend all other conceivable things. The 
end constantly aimed at by the best teacher of religion is to aid 
the pupil to live a life well-pleasing to God, out of a heart full 
of the Spirit of God, with a will set on the entire and perpetual 
service of God. 
A thoughtful Chinese woman who was a third generation 
Christian, as well as an earnest Christian worker, confessed that 
when she left Middle School (High School} it was with a firm resolu-
tion neve~ again to open her Bible which she bad studied throughout 
her course in the Middle School. However, her college Bible work 
opened to her a new store-house of truth. While thi s instance is 
true, a greut many pupils from the Middle Schools never attend 
college. The work in religious teaching and Bible study done in 
every primary school and every Middle School should be done so 
intelligently, sympathetically, and tactfully that instead of develop-
ing dislike for the Scriptures, the student will be led to a sympathetic 
and thorough understand~.ng of, as well as an appreciative attitude 
toward the Bible and the religious life. The student should be led 
to a keen and appreciative sense of the value of the Bible for daily 
living, and to leave the school with an eager appetite for further at~. 
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III Proposed Cur~icul~ of the East China Christian 
Educational Association 
The following is the Cur~iculum of Eeligious Education 
proposed by the Committee on CUrriculum of the East China Christ ian 
Educational Association, January, 1919, but it has not been adopted 
by the majority of the Mission Schools because it does not meet 
the needs of every school. 
The Curriculum of Religi ous Education in the Middle School. 
Periods: 45 minutes or less. 
1-a Textbooks: Y. M. c. A. publications 
1-b "The Completely Graded Series" 
1-c General Aim 
1. 0 To teach the adolescent what it means to 
be a Christian in this stage of his life. 
Each lesson in the entire course has in 
view some well-defined advance in the 
pupil's moral and religious life. This 
involves: 
Religious instruction 
Training in Worship 
Training in service 
. T:raining in Christian citizenship." 
2. To correlate with the Sunday Bible studies~ 
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First Year 
1-a Lite and teaching of Christ 
First term: Pa rables ot Jes11s 
Second Term: Life ot Christ 
I-b Specific aim tor this year: "To develop 
admiration tor the Christian type of life 
and a clear realization ot the different 
spheres ot Christian heroism, by a st11dy 
of the deeds ot men and woman who stand 
Ollt in history as 'Heroes of the Faith'"• 
Sllbject Matter: Herbert Wright Gates: 
"Heroes of the Faith''• Thirty-six 
characters both from the Bible and from 
Christian history, gro11ped according to 
type rather than chronologically. 
For p11pils: Forty-six lessons complete in 
one volume. 
For teachers: Helps on teaching the lesson, 
complete in one volume. 
An alternate text: Soares - "Heroes of Israel" 
General Method; Give assignments and sec11re 
preparation of material dllring the wear in 
the llsllal two ho11rs of the curriclllllm Bible 
stody. On this follndation, the same teacher 
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• 
or another teacher can bnild the inspirational and 
devotional work of the Sunday honr. This will require 
adaptation by the teacher; but any course requires 
adaptation to local needs. Suitable forms of Christian 
service and helpfulness may be planned during the 
week-day studies and carried out on Sunday. The mater-
ial is abundant and there is room for individual choice 
and initiative. This plan, at least, follows the 
law of the natural learning process by going from 
the ''Known" to the "Unknown'' on Sunday. Much will 
be gained by correlating the week-day and Sunday 
studies. 
1-c (See o.c. - later recommendation) 
Second Year 
1-a Life and teachings of Chxist 
First term: The character of Jesus or Teachings 
of Jesus 
Second term: The life of Jesus and Present-day 
problems. 
1-b Specific aim for this year: "To assist the pupil to 
make the transition from childish conduct to that of 
young men and women who desire to live as Christians." 
Sabject Matter: Harold B. Hunting - Christina Life 
and Conduct. "Based primarily on the Bible. Each 
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lesson presents vital concrete human experience 
from the history of Israel and the life of Jesus, 
in the light of which boys and girls are en-
couraged to solve their O\tn moral and religious 
problems." 
For p11pils: 36 lessons, one volume. 
For teachers: Complete handbook on teaching 
the lessons, one volume. 
Supplementary Subject Matter: B· M. Hodge -
Historical geography of Bible lands. "This 
course takes the pupils on a to~~ of the Bible 
lands, with a running review of the history 
connected with the places visited." 
For pupils: 13 lessons, atlas, and 5 required 
For teachers: A manual on teaching. 
General Methods: {See above) One hour of the 
week may be given to the hisiorical geography 
and the other two, including Sunday, should be 
ggiven to "Christian life and conduct"• In case 
it seems desirable to use the hi storical 
geography two hours a week, it might be found 




if.-a Life and Teachings of :Pau.l 
Fi~st te~m: Life 
Second term: Acts and Epistles 
I-b Specific Aim for this Yea%: "To give 
moral and religiou.s inspiration through 
stories of real flesh-and-blood men by 
whom the variou.s books of the Bible were 
written; and to give a proper equ.ipment 
for fu.tu.re Bible stu.dy through a knowledge 
of the main facts of Biblical introdu.ction. 11 
Su.bject Matte!: Harold B. Hunting - The 
Story of ou.r Bible. "The facts regarding 
the origin of the Biblical books are pre-
sented, not as a dry skeleton of dates and 
names bu.t as a story of hu.man life and 
aspiration. First the New Testament is 
stu.died; then the Old Testament. In the 
fourth qu.arte:r the story is told of how the 
Bible h.a.s been handed down to u.s through 
the centuries." 
For pupils: 48 lessons, so arranged that a 
break at the end of 36 lessons 
can be made if desired. One volu.me. 
For teachers: A complete handbook on teaching 
the lessons. One volume. 
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General .Method: Necessal'y adaptation to the 
needs of the Chinese students and correlation 
with the Sunday School work. Training classes 
for the teachers are essential for this kind 
of work, but manuals and well-selected material 
make this teacher-training much easier than 1 t 
is at present with the book now being used in 
our mission school. 
Fourth Year 




Foundation trut hs, etc. 
1-b Specific aim for this year: "That every pupil 
who has not already awakened to a personal 
religious life shall make a definite decision 
fol' Christ; that every pupil who already accounts 
himself a follower of Christ shall attain a 
deeper realization of the meani ng of disciple-
ship, and particularly that the child spirit 
of obedience shall grow i nto that of manly and 
womanly devotion to the ~ste% of Life; that 
every pupil shall be a church member before 
the end of the year." 
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Subject Ma. tter : w. B. Forbush - The Life ot 
Jesus. This course is based chiefly on the first 
three Gospels, although some of the more dramatic 
incidents in John's Gospel are utilized. 
Fo:r pupils: 
For teachers: 
36 lessons. One volume. 
Complete handbook for teachine 
the lessons, One volume. 
SupPlementary subject ~tter: W~ B. Forbush: 
Young people's problems as Interpreted by Jesus. 
"A three months' study of the most pressing 
religious questions characteristic of this age." 
For pupils: 12 lessons 
For teachel'S: Handbook for teaching the lesson. 
Alternative Texts (From other courses) 
Blll'gess: Life of Christ. 
J. H. Geldart and J. c. Clark: The Supreme Choice 
D. w. ~n: Leader's Handbook 
General Method: There is sufficient material fo~ 
two hours of curriculum and one hour of Sunday 
Bible study~ The work of the teacher-training 
class should relate chiefly to the adaptation and 
correlation of the two. The course should be related 
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to a g!aded course in social service. Hershey's 
"Social Service" (Y • .M..C.A.) or Y. K. Woo's 
"Social Se!vice" l Y. M. C • .A.) have been found 
serviceable. 
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IT The Present C11rriculum Evaluated from the Viewpoint 
of the Religio11s Needs of Students 
A. The Bible as C11rric11la Material 
(1) Are all parts of the Bible of equal value 
in the development of Christian character for life in o11r dayf An 
· intelligent approach to the origin and nat11re of the Bible will re-
veal immediately the fact that portions of the Bible are m11ch better 
adapted to life and fo1 st11dy than are other portions. No serious 
minded student will qlleation even for a moment bllt that the fundamental 
and elemental principles in the Sermon on the Mount, or many of the 
s~ple illustrations of Jes11s are of greater vallle i n presentation 
to children and young people in general than are the fifteenth chapter 
of Joshua, the seventh chapter of Nwmbers, the great er part of the 
Boom of Ezekiel, or many other portions. 
(2) Then are all parts of the Bible of value 
in the development of Christian character for life i n our dayf 
There are parts with no relation to personal character 
for our day, as for instance, those portions to which we jllst referred 
to, a lso the Old Testament genealogies, details of many of the cere-
monies, buildings, and some of the prophecies. 
There are many parts withollt value to character tor 
childhood and for youth, as for example, the doctrinal discussions 
of Paul, parts of the Gospel of John, the Song of Solomon, and many 
of the Psalms, because all this material relates to experience of 
a mature type and for mat11re minds. 
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There are portions with positive possibilities of damage 
to the character of youth, as for example, many examples of 
~orality, apparent commendation of deception, lying, cheating, 
and especially of national brutality in military conflicts and 
tribal wars. Also there is not infrequently in the Old Testament 
the apparent endo~sement of moral ideals which have been entirely 
outgrown. The demands on Christians today are far in advance 
of those which seemed to be ideal for the Jaws, as for example, 
we recognize that we need a type of social righteousness which is 
certainly not the dominant type in the Old Testament. lf it be 
argued that righteousne~s undergoes development in the Bible, and 
that the youth must be shown that the earlier examples are not 
for our imitation, but to lead us on to the more perfect examples 
later, the answer lies in the next difficulty. 
Many parts of the Bible ot positive high moral value are 
so imbedded in ancient Hebrew civilization as to be almost wholly 
hidden from almost all students of today, while to this difficulty 
must be added that other difficulty which comes from the problem 
of dealing with translations from the dead languages. Much 
Biblical ore is open only tor the specialist in research in history, 
archeology, psychology, and literature. In order to get real 
values out of portions of the Bible, in order to receive those 
hidden meanings of inspiration, there is required an exhaustive 
preparation and a time and energy investment far beyond the powers, 
will, and opportunity ot the aver.age person. We do well to plead 
that in order to give reality to the material in the Bible it 
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must be approached by the historic avenue; but we fail to realize 
that the feet of the average man, boy, or girl have never trodden 
those avenues. Therefore, the present curriculum, so far as 
evaluated from the viewpoint of the religious needs of students, 
is inadequate. This is true because there has not been intelligent 
discrimination of material for use in the mission school even 
in the use of the Bible itself. 
There are portions of the Bible which are especially 
well adapted for youth. Many of the heroic marratives appeal to 
qualities in youthful life which can be appropriated to great 
advantage. The life of Jesus furnishes a wealth of material fo% 
this purpose. There are many excellent books written from the 
youth viewpoint which can be used with excellent results in a 
study of the Scriptures. 
B. Criteria for Cur%icula Construction 
(l) The curriculum of religious education should 
apply to concrete living. Concrete living means all the relations 
of life. These involve play, leisure, work, school, associations 
of every kind; in fact, every act of every day as well as acts of 
every day one should be engaged in. It is possible for one to be 
dodging the real issues. This would mean the curriculum is based 
on the fundamental interests and cogent issues of associated living. 
(2} How wide should be the search for racial expe%-
ience? As wide as the local situation allows. There are nine 
Bibles, all of which deal with ways of living. There are wonderful 
suggestions in literature, histories, arts, sciences, and skills. 
Life is the better the more perspective it has for its judgment. 
(3) Could a curliculum expect all to be investigato~s, 
searchers for better ways? Perhaps the majority at present do not 
seek to create. Every child can have this expectancy, at least 
to the extent of rejoicing when another ad~ances the method. 
now have developed the active expectancy of resisting change. 
would seem as easy to develop the active hope for change. 
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(4) The greatest contribution religious education can 
make to moral and religious educational living is that of insisting 
on facts before action. Action from prejudice, habit, or even 
principle, is either unmoral or immoral. Only when the agent real-
izes that religion is present living of a kind, the kind in which 
one performs aach act of life in the presence of the God of truth 
who insists on all the facts and who insists on living true to the 
facts present or discoverable, is he living the religiously co~­
trolled life. In a scientific age the God of Love is the God of 
Truth in terms of all the facts involved. The stern discipline of 
sacrifice method is our greatest hope in the day of ever present 
science. 
c. Objectives for Curricula Construction 
Viewed from the needs of students, the making of curriculum 
should have the following objectives: 
1. "The religious education curriculum must have definiable, 
attainable, proved, and measured goals. 
2. "The goals of the religious curriculum must be personal, 
child-centered. 
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3. "To be child-centered, the religions ctU ricnlwn mnst meet 
the three-fold spiritual need of the individual: (1) 
for intelligence based on knowledge, (2) for loyalitiea 
to persona, ideals, and institntions; (3) for skill in 
expressing religions valnes in personal condnct and social 
relationships. 
4. "The goal of religions cnrricnlwn mnst be social, centered 
in a Christianized democracy. 
In Content -
5. "The snbject matter of the cnnionlwn mnst be snited to 
the accomplishment of its aims. 
·· · 6. "The snbject natter of the cu.niculum must be su.ited to 
the religious needs, capacities, and limitations of the 
individnal. 
7. "The su.bject matter of the Cll!riculwn must minister to 
the religions needs of present-day social experience. 
8. "The subject matter of the cnnicc.lwn mc.st adequately 
represent the varions soc.:rces of religiou.s experience 
and its many forms of experience. 
9. "The literal'y form and quality of the religioc.s cnrriculum 
mnst accord with the high son:rces of its materials and 
the su.preme interests involved. 
10. "In mechanical form and axecntion the religions ourrioc.lum 
mnst represent the best of the book-maker's art applied 
to educational materials. 
11. "In its ednoational organization the cnrriculum mnst be 
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12. 
governed by the principles of genetic psychology applied 
to religion. 
"ln its pedagogical provisions the religious curriculum 
must use the best of proved educational science as applied 
1 
to religion." 
D. Evaluation of CQrricula in Terms of Foregoing 
Standards 
The present curriculam of religious education in the 
Junio:r and Senior Middle Schools of China consists of the selections 
entirely from Bible at :random. 
1 Betts: 
Junior High SchOol 
First year (age different) 
The stories of the Old Testament 
Second year (age different) 
Matthew and Mark 
Third year (age different) 
John and Acts 
Senior High School 
First year (age different) 
From Romans to Galations 
Second year (age different) 
From Galatians to Hebrews 
Third year (age different) 
From Hebrews to Revelation 
The Cur riculam of Religious Education P• 316-336 
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Evaluating ~ the scientific method, and also according 
to the fOU% points mentioned abo1e, the selections of the Bible 
for the cur~iculwm of religious education which have been used 
either ~s literatu~e or for purposes of dogmatic doctrinr~l 
teaching miss entirely the scientific life method. They have no 
correlation with the Sunday School lessons in the church. They 
are independent from every other school. Speaking the truth, 
there is not a ready-made and systematic cur~iculum of religious 
education for all the Church Schools in China. 
The only foundation for a course in religious education 
is life itself in process of building an adequate mode of control. 
All are engaged in associated living. There can be no acti~n 
outside of the social field. At least all action is ultimately 
social. Social life is the only life we live. In place of 
laboriously working on social life we should assume it with never 
a shadow of suspicion that one is ever to participate in any other. 
The building of the natural social life into the kinds of control 
adequate for our day is the task of, and furnishes the foundation 
for curricula in religious education. It is entirely missing 
from the point of view of the above points. Those subjects whose 
materials were all from the Bible do not provide for the knowledge 
to come as needed around the crises of an advancing life. 
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Chapter V 
THE PROPOSED CURRICULUM 
1. The Modern Psychological Attit~de Toward the 
Ctu!iculum 
The modern conception of the nat~re of a curriculum is 
vastly different from the old traditional conception. Formerly 
the ctUriculum was regarded as a torm~lated body ot ideas which 
were to be hnposed upon a body of st~dents. The new approach 
looks ~pon life as issuing from the heart; hence, a curriculum 
is not a set of ideas imposed from without but an order of motives 
actually at work in the practical life of the child, guiding him 
naturally in the inner development of his awn lite and nature. 
FWlda.manetally, as Cee puts it, "The cur dculum is a course of 
living, not a course in supposed preliminaries to real life.n 1 
The curriculum is to be a growth in social motives in actual 
operation as the pupil goes along. He is led to apply his ideas 
as he learns them. This method does not ignore historic material, 
but points to the vital and axpel'imental way of using it. The 
Bible is filled with vital living materials for our young lite 
if they be but rightly appropriated for use. The modern CU%!iculum 
is a graded series of experiments in social living. A study ot 
inner qualities and virtues has generally hidden from our minds 
the larger social responsibility and obligation resting upon us. 
II. The Social Phase of Education and its Eelation 
to the Curriculum 
The child lives in a social environment. Hebegins in a 
narrow circle which widens and widens into larger and larger 
circles. BQginning with family life, his interest broadens to 
1 Coe, G.A.: A Social Theory of Religious Educ~tion P• 98 
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play life, and, in adolesoense, school life and social life 
in a more general way. Later comes occ~pation and the problem 
of adj~stment of self to others in vario~s environments. 
~he p~pose of a co~rse of st~dy in a school of religio~s 
ed~oation sho~ld be to assist the adolescent to find his own 
highest natural development as a servant and menber of society. 
The spirit of joy, co-operation, help~lness, justice and fair 
play m~st be c~ltivated and developed from within in the life 
of the child. The aim is not so m~ch to assist the adolescent 
by doing things for him, b~t to help him to help himself. He 
m~st be led to reach convictions of his own. 
Coe, in his book on "Social Theory of Religio~s Education", 
gives no or little place to the once pop~lar psychological arrange-
ment of material for the growing yo~th. This theory held that 
spontaneous interests rise in a serial order of a pec~liar 
psychological type, and demanded certain mate~ials to meet those 
interests. Yet it seams to me with certainty that this important 
factor should not be overlooked in the working out of a curric~lum 
for adolescents in religio~ education. 
III. The Relation of the C~rrio~lum to the 
Psychological Importance of Adolescence. 
The period from twelve to sixteen years in the adolescent 
is the time of moral crisis. Sin hovers over the life at this 
time and there develops a ~ch keener and more sensitive con-
science. At this time there is pretty generally a spiritual 
crisis. Decisions are made at this period because of the psycho-
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logical consti t11tion of the mind; hence, with proper direct ion 
and influence the life may be signally turned into a positive 
channel or direction. Also, at this particular time there is 
the awakening of the sex impulse in the life of boys and girls. 
This must not be ignored. The tacts must be given in order 
that both boys and girls may undel'Stand themselves. From the 
time that the sex problem arises in adolescents it forever 
needs direction. This is a good time to lead the boy naturally 
to an attitude of re.gard and chivalry for all women. Bight 
ideals and gentle, dignified, and virtuo11s standards ot con-
duct oan be developed. There are materials in the Bible which 
can be used tor this age with great positive effect. 
The age from sixteen to eighteen is called the age of 
romance and ideality. As the young life unfolds and the proper 
attit11de is taken toward the opposite sex, the element o:t' 
romance becomes prominent. !deals are formulated and crystallized. 
The period from eighteen on throQgh the close of the adolescent 
period is the age of mental decision. Will power is developed. 
Now the mind begins to examine, analyze, question for itself, 
and form its own theories. The philosophic mood becomes prominent. 
The social relations ot boys and girls d~ing adolescense is 
ever of primary importance. It religiolls ed11ca.tion has m.y 
tunction in the leadi.ng of young folks to the attainment of 
positive religious lives, they mllSt be gllided t~ough these 
formative years of mental, physical, and spirit~l unfolding 
with greatest care. 
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• 
It is imperative that modern psychological methods be 
employed in our educational approach. We now know that the mind 
or the child does not wholly develop by receiving tmpressions, 
but that it also is creative in its activity. ln religion, 
morality, and social standards the youth should be so guided 
that his own practical will become assertive. Our aim should 
be to induce the child to experiment rather than to conform; 
to introduce him to problems instead of to ready-made solutions• 
IT. The Place of the Church in Adolescent 
Life 
Then comes the question as to what place the church should 
have in a curricul~ tor religious education. Just where in the 
process of development of the youth or in the curricul~ for 
the adolescent can the church do most good? Shall we introduce 
the mystical experience of religion and the sacred fellowship and 
common worship of the avowed disciples of the Master? Shall the 
chu.rohand all its institutional and ecclesiastical implications 
be regarded as something totally different from the other social 
adjustment problems of the youth, thereby requiring a different 
set of rules and principles; or, shall the youth experience the 
church fellowship as a co-operative effort to work out the social 
problems which arise in home, school, and in other social contacts? 
Shall the church be regarded as somethill6 "set apart", or shall 
it be a furnisher of dynamic in active and creative love which 
shall bind men together in practical lite? Shall church lite 
take the pupil out of common worship into the sooial conscious-
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ness of the work of life, or shall we still regard religion as 
something unique? The adolescent should be led to a proper 
balance between these extremes. Religion has an autonomy which 
it must preserve; yet if it be no more than mysticism, it will 
defeat its own purpose. A common worship of God should serve 
to lead us to a realization of what we are about in our every 
day social problems. The place of the church in the curriculum 
is that of a socialized fellowship which acts and reacts on 
every phase ot life, urging the youth on to not only a deeper 
love of God, but also to a truer love for man. 
The theory of the curriculum is based upon the idea 
that God makes himself manifest in haman life. We respond to 
His call in daily lite. In the past God has revealed himself 
through the prophets and Jesus. Especially was God manifest 
in the Incarnation of Jesus. We are linked with God in both 
secular and sacred history, but in a unique way we believe Him 
to be revealed in Holy Writ. we can awaken a vital religious 
experience in the adolescent largely through contact with persons 
who have already had such experience. Thus the Bible takes its 
place quite naturally and consistently as a means or instrument 
of leading the youth to a discovery within his own heart of moral 
goodness. In the religious and ethical idealism of the Scriptures 
we have a fine re-enforcement of the goodness which we see in 
actual present life. We have long gone to the Bible tor help 
for special needs. While it is true that parts ot the Bible do 
not approach religion and life according to the light of modern 
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psychology positively and constructively, nevertheless it 
contains an incomparable wealth of usable materials for the 
guidance of adolescents. A truly graded scheme of Bible lessons 
can be of great value. We start from our own deepest needs 
and then select with care from the Scriptures those materials 
which will give us the greatest help. The curriculam should 
be fundamentally a course in Christian living, and in this a~ 
the Bible aan be used at every turn. Also, there will be a 
large use of extra-Biblical materials, but these will not 
entirely supplant the Bible itself. The Bible contains a great 
body of social literature and moral and spiritual inspiration 
whiah must be and can be utilized in the training of adolescents. 
It is in the Bible that we come to knmv some of our greatest 
social and moral leaders. The magnificent body of social, moral, 
and spiritual truth in the Bible must not be taught in an 
abstract and unrelated way, but must be ever kept related to 
concrete men and events, related to the actual experiential 
life of the youth. Material and method become one in the process 
of application of Biblical materials to the training of youth. 
Y. The Necessity for a Constantly Ohangine Curriculam 
to Meet the Needs of the Students 
Concretely speaking, the curriculum is the lesson mater-
ial through which an educational instituion seeks to accomplish 
its aim. In any period the curriculum is apt to be found in a 
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plastic, fluid state, as indeed it should be. Experiments are 
always being conducted by educational institutons with regard 
to the alteration of their curricula by additions, el~inations, 
or re-arrangement. The curriculum materials are first tested 
while in temporary mold, and then are gradually cast into 
permanent text-book form. But by the time the materials have 
been put into book form some of the more progressive educators 
will have found success with new methods and materials so that 
the text books will be out-of-date and new books have to be 
installed. The curriculum will not "stay put"• This is due to 
the fact that education, like all other elements of life, is 
evolutionary and anything which tends to become fixed or static 
is impractical and unacceptable. The teacher must be free to 
change the curriculum in order to meet the .needs of the social 
and religious environment in which the school is located. 
On the other hand, there are those who feel keenly that 
the teacher, unless he be a genius, cannot hope to organize his 
materials solely on his own authority to meet the needs of his 
students, and that for the average teacher the t eaching experience 
of other successful teachers should be put in convenient form 
for his use. These folks are still dominant in our educational 
groups, but it is doubtful if they will be able to long retain 
their supremacy. All realize that a text-book in science or in 
history is apt to be out of date just about as soon as it is pub-
lished; yet it is also recognized that it may serve to bring 
others up to the line while the scouting parties in the educa-
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t ·ional field go on fUrther ahea.d. 
Perhaps the most difficult problem for the teacher is 
to find the material which presents the truth he wishes to 
have presented in the light of the most recent investigations. 
In practice he will take the best books he ca.n find and supple-
ment these with the latest material that he has discovered. 
With these books of general experience in mind, we can expect 
to find the cu:nic11lum of every period changing. When it ceases 
to change we can be sure of stagnation instead of progress. 
In the Junior High School (including the ages twelve to 
fifteen), the curriculum sho11ld seek to meet the specific needs 
of the pupils with the best materials that can be sec11red. 
At this t~e there is a love for history. The early adolescent 
loves the heroic, the chivalrolls. A sense of altrui~ is also 
now developed. Here the teacher can present Christ as the Hero 
and the Old Testament as the preparation for his coming. There 
should be work in Bible history and Bible geography, and perhaps 
a brief survey of the rise and development .of the early apostolic 
church. Bibliographical materials should be used freely. Essays 
can be assigned with great benefit to the pupils as leading tham 
into the field of independent research. Lect~es on human phys-
iology, morals, and health are in place now. 
In the Senior High School we find the adolescent prepared 
for more advanced work. Philosophy can be presented to his 
gropingly philosophic mind. The constructive imagination of the 
pupil must be met with a program sufficient to challenge him 
to creative activity. The teacher sho11ld seek to secure the 
recognition of the principle of personal responsibility in life 
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and to develop in the life and attitude of the child a proper 
anQ proportionate moral and altruDtic consciousness. The build-
ing of a strong Christian character should now be the definite 
aim. There should be free discussion on the part of the pupil 
and a development of the spirit of self-management and independence. 
Research work on special topics is excellent. A study can be 
profitably made of Jewish history, the life of Christ, the 
making of the Bible, the lives of the apostles, and discoveries 
in Bible lands. 
Vl. The Curriculum Afforded thro~ the Abingdon Press 
of the Methodist Book Concern 
So far the only attempt to construct a comprehensive and 
complete curriculum for week-day religious instruction has been 
by the Abingdon Press of the .Methodist Book COncern, with Dr• 
George Herbert Betts as Editor. This list Of books is very 
suggestive, though it must be remembered that any curriculum 
in a field so new as is the field of religious education is 
necessarily more or less temporary and suggestive of something 
still better to come. These books are planned for a church 
year, running approx~tely parallel with the school year of the 
public scr~ols. Each text provides two lessons a week for 
fo~ months' time. The subject matter is rich in Biblical con-
tent, but also draws freely from literature, biography, nature, 
and life. While this series of books covers a broad and com-
prehensive field of materials, it is never forgotten that their 
primary function is to teach religion. They a:re not satisfied 
a a 
with merely a presentation of interesting information, ethics, 
and patriotiam. Their a~ is an increasinely broadening· and 
deepening consciousness of spiritual values and t he constant 
application of Christian ideals to daily living. 
"The volumes of the Abingdon Week-Day Series of Texts 
have some definite characteristics worthy of note. The volwmes 
are planned to give the pupils as carefully a graded and well 
organized series of books for the study of religion as are 
found in the public schools for general education. The books 
are interesting. Their materials are such as the child will 
understand, enjoy, remember, and put into practice, and so build 
into habits, conduct, and character. Both in their content and 
in their psychological plan the texts are such as will make the 
teaching of religion a satisfaction and joy in its use. The 
materials have been carefully tested and proved in actual class 
room work by skilled teachers working under expert supervision. 
Every lesson embodies the scientific principles of education 
applied to religion, but without losing the religious warmth 
and spiritual dynamic necessary to their effective use in stimulat-
ing and guiding spiritual development. On the one hand the texts 
supplement the Sunday School; on the other, they correlate in 
grading and in content with the work of the public schools. The 
volumes are interdenominational in the sense that they supply 
the great fundamentals of religion and those basic v~rtues of 
which the need and application are common to all denominations 
without regard to creed or church. 
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"The texts are unusually attractive on the mechanical 
side. The type is large and clear, and is approved by the 
highest scientific authority. The many illustrations are of 
imperative value as teaching materials. The editor of this 
series is a generally recognized authority in the field of 
religion and education. · His immediate contact with the prepar-
ation of each volume assures their scientific, religious, 
psychological, and educational value. · 
"All the wri tars of the volumes are authorities in the 
field of religious education, and all of them tho!oughly ander-
stand the particular needs of the new type of school for which 
these texts are intended. They are also well acquainted with 
the religious nature and needs of children and youth, and each 
l 
brings to his task a rare quality of creative power." Of 
course we recognize at the out.et, as we have already indicated, 
that any curriculum is of necessity tentative and always subject 
to modification; but this series of texts is a commendable attempt 
to construct a feasible, workable, and practicable curriculum 
which we believe to be of inestimable value in this new field, 
that of Eeligious Education. 
The application of this series of texts in the Junior and 
Senior High Schools or China of cou.rse involves its problems. 
The status of life in China occasions some difficulties, since 
the educational system of China has been developed from a partially 
different viewpoint from that of America. Yet fundamentally the 
1 G. H. Betts: The Abingdon Eeligious Education Press P• 12 
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same opportunity and occasion for religious education exists in 
China as elsewhere. We believe that the Abingdon Week-Day Texts 
series affords a most opportune approach for the moment, so far 
as text book materials are concerned. It may have its deficiencies 
in being applied to conditions in China, but it doubtless is the 
highest contribution thus far made. With some modifications 
we give below the books of this series which will apply to the 
Junior and Senior High Schools of China: 
Junior High School 
.Age 12, Grade 7: 
First half year: 
"Jesus Among His Neighbors" - Roger Albright. 
(A course of thirty-two lessons intended for 
boys and girls just entering the adolescent 
period. These lessons interpret the contact 
of Jesus with people in the terms of relation-
ships of those for whom the course is intended. 
The course encourages Christian neighborli-
ness toward friends, families, strangers, 
and others.) 
Second half year: 
ucitizen Jr." - Clal'a E. Espey. 
(The aim of this volume is to create ideals 
and establish lines of thought and action 
that will develop citizens of sterling worth 
fol' our country and for the Kingdom of God. 
The ideals and fundamentals for a high citizen-
ship are stressed. Youths of this period _ 
should be taught to be good junior citizens. t 
"Teacher's Manlllil''. 
"The Geography of Bible Lands" - Rena Crosby. 
(These lessons present Biblical geography 
from the modern historic, social and economic 
points of view, and aim to give the pupil 
a sympathetic and intelligent background of 
information about the peoples and places con-
cerned in the Biblical narratives.) 
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Age 13, Grade 8: 
Fil'st half year: 
"Living At Olll' Best" - Grace Hastings Sharp a.nd 
Mabel Hill. 
(The text applies the religious motive to daily 
living in matters of both personal and social 
responsibility for health, work and recreation, 
achievement, thrift, service, good will, and 
happiness.) 
"Teacher's Ma.nu.a.l". 
second half year: 
"Hebrew Life and Times." - Harold B. Hunting. 
(These historical lessons seek to recreate the 
social, economic, religious, and political life 
of the Hebrews in such a way as to emphasize 
their ethical and spiritual ideals and so reveal 
the Hebrew FoundAtions of Christianity.) 
!ge 1~, Grade 9: 
First half year: 
! Life and Times of Jesus." - Frederick c. Grant. 
(A narrative study of the life of Jesus, stressing 
both his teachings and the significance of his 
human relationships in furnishing us with standards 
and ideals for our own lives.) 
"Teacher's Manu.a.l"• 
Second half year: 
"Early Days of Chr i stianity." - Frederick s. Grant 
(A vivid account of the founding of the Christian 
church, including a study of the peoples and the 
times, and the story of the persecutions and heroism 
of the early Christians.) 
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Senior High School 
Age 15, Grade 10: 
First half year: 
(The book for this particular grade is yet to be 
announced. It seems to me that this chourse 
should cover in a measure the spirit of the ideal 
in heroimn which is still prevalent, and should 
seek to foster and personalize this spirit in 
the lives of the students. Now comes the approach-
ing philosophical mind of the youth, deeper 
reasoning, and clearer thinking. The book shoull 
be exeeedingly practical, and yet include a 
strain of challenging idealism.) 
Second half year: 
"Builders of the Church." - Robe.rt L. Tucker 
(A story of the development of the church and its 
enterprises through the leadership and inspiration 
of great lives, both ancient and modern, which 
have been devoted to the service of God and 
humanity.) 
Age 16, Grade 11: 
First half year: 
t1J esus • Ideals of Living." - G. VIal ter Fiske. 
(Following two years after the narrative study 
of Jesus life by Grant, the aim he.re is to 
show the applications of his teachings to 
personal ideals and social living.} 
Second half year: 
"The Spread of Christianity." -Paul Hutchinson. 
(The conquering march of Christianity- in its 
geographical spread, and the effects of the 
Christian religion upon the civilizations with 
which it bas come in contact.) 
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Age 17, Grade 12: 
First .ba lf year : 
''Christianity at Work" - Arlo A. Brown. 
(The influence which Christianity has 
had in determining standards in modern 
life, and the principles which should 
guide in its present application.) 
Second half year: 
~Finding my :Place" - Mary E • .Moxcey. 
~The purpose and aim o.f the volume is to 
give youth a religious outlook upon life 
and vocation, and to help in forming a 
Christian philosophy of life. The 
volume is intended for young man.) 
'!.Myself and My Wo:rk11 - Mary E. Moxcey 
(A volmne for girls, corresponding to 
"Finding My :Place" for boys. 1 t discusses 
from the standpoint of the girls of today 
occupations which meet :real human needs; 
the special abilities and preparation 
necessary to succeed in each; the choice 
of work in \Vhich she will fit most usefully 




The pupils of the Junior and Senior Middle Schools of 
China are in the years be~tean twelve or thirteen to about twenty 
or twenty two, which marks the transitional stage from childhood 
to maturity. Modern psychologists are generally agreed that the 
adolescent period is the time of religious crisis in the life of 
the youth. The bas~ method to secure the highest results is 
through a systematic system of religious education. 
The principal aim of religious education is to conserve 
the religious mind, heart, and attitude of the youth; to keep 
unbroken, if possible, the bond of unity with, and consciousness 
of, God in his life. The function of religious education is to 
seek development of a unique experiential knowledge of God and 
the enhancement of goodness within the social realm. 
Chapter I 
The ~resent Status of J~io:r and Senior Middle Schools of China 
China has had sahools as her tradition relates, as early 
as 2400 B. c. The cu:rrioul~ under the educational system preferred 
by Confucius embraced morla, military, and intellectual training. 
The development of the educational system of China has been directly 
influenced by Confucianism, Buddhimn, and Taoism, and she has been 
considerably influended by C~istianity for the last century. 
China has always regarded education as of supreme 
importance. 1 t wa.s very fortunate that the people of China have long 
been democratic in spirit, and so has been their educational systena 
One of the famous edicts issued by the Emperor Kuang Hsu in the year 
1898 outlined the organization of a national system of modern schools 
for teaching both Chinese and western learning. In 1901 the Dnperol' 
Dowager issued an edict ordering the provincial examination halls to 
be turned into colleges. A middle school was establiahed in every 
prefecture, and elementary school in every district, and there were 
private sahools in large numbers. The revolution of 1911 set a land-
mark in the history of education in China. 
The Ministry of Education consists of a Bureau of General 
Education, a Bureau of Technical and Professional Education, and & 
Bureau of Social Education. There is a Commissioner of Education in 
each province who takes charge of the educational affairs. 
The aims of the lower and higher prLnary schools are to 
develop the child mentally and physically, to lay the foundation of 
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good citizenship, and to enable the child to make his O\vn living 
in the world. The aim of the middle school is to complete the 
general education of a child and make him an efficient citizen. 
The reasons for the ohange from the old system of 
education to the new are as follows: 
1. The new system of education has "flexibility". 
2. The nmv system is adaptable to the needs of individ-
uals, thus making it easy to stimulate the student's 
interest. 
3. A student can go to college directly instead of 
entering the preparatory school for two years to 
prepare tor entrance to college after he has gr-ad-
uated from middle school. The Junior and Senior 
Schools are called six-year period or two three-
year periods. The first three years of general 
work is followed by three years of a somewhat 




The Religious Background and Needs of Pupils in the Junior 
and Senior Middle Schools of China 
The Chinese are naturally a religiously inclined people. 
The primeval religion of the Chinese was Animism. There are three 
great religions in China: Taoism, Confucianism, and Buddhism. The 
founder of Taoism was Lao Tze, whose philosophy was idealistic, 
mystical, and spiritual. Confucius, the great sage of China, 
showed very little in religion. His pri·nary interest was in man and 
the state. He was a philosopher, not a mystic. All the people of 
China should remember him forever, pay :reverent respect to him as 
the greatest educator, philosopher, and statesman, but not worship 
him as the founder of a religion so far as the welfare he achieved 
for China is concerned. 
Buddhism has accommodated itself to ancestor worship. 
It has failed to touch the inner nature of the religious life of 
China. In a. word, the three great religions have separately and 
collectively failed, and failed in a. sense which cannot be charged 
to Chl'istianity in the West. 
The China of to-day is awaking. The secret of reaching 
China and of leading her into the light of the Gospel of Christ 
lies in :reaching her young people. Young China is open-minded 
a.nd eager for truth. Missionaries have done a marvelous work, but 
the modern demand is for a positive program of constructive religious 
education through which the Chinese develop their own religious and 
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political leaders. The yoath must receive training through 
a comprehensive progrwn of religious education. 
wo 
Chapter III 
Equ.ipment and Teache':rs of Religion for Schools of 
Religious Edu.cation 
The equ.ipment for religiou.s edu.cational work in China 
is inadequate. The needs of religiou.s edu.cation for su.ccessfu.l 
work are: first, the use of pictu.res. A good pictu.re of Christ 
by some master is desirable. A picture may tell more than 
a year's cou.rse in abstract ethical discussions. 
Secondly, the use of maps. Maps help to make historic 
events concrete and real. 
Thirdly, the necessity for good school bu.ildings and 
sQrrou.ndings. A good school bu.ilding increases the spirit of 
the school and makes its pupils prou.d of it. The school su.rrou.nds 
the life of you.th with aesthetic ideals which affect the moral 
and spiritual life of the pupils. 
Fourthly, the necessity for a good library. The library 
for a school of religious education is one of the most important 
factors. There shou.ld be a committee to select new books for 
the school librarie~, and this committe should read all books 
before placing them on the library shelves for distribution. 
Then the shelves of the teachers' library shou.ld be well stocked 
with all the latest commentaries and aids to the stu.dy of the 
Bible, and shou.ld be free of access at all times to teachers. 
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The tr~e ideal of the teacher is a good citizen. 
One of the most influential moral and spiritual facts about 
the school is the presence of the teacher. The teacher's 
personality and character are the constant text-book of the 
school. The qualifications necessary for a teacher are: 
first, such personality and general power as will enable the 
teacher to create a spiritual atmosphere for his class; 
secondly, a knowledge of the child or pupil and how to teach 
h~; thirdly, a qualification that must be insisted upon is 
the knowledge of the subject to be taught. China needs 
religious schools for the training of teachers of religion. 
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Chs.pte:r 1 T 
The Present CunicullllJl Analyzed and Evaluated from 
the Viewpoint of Beligious Needs of Students 
The aim of the establishment of C~istian schools was 
to make an opening for the preaching of the ~ospel, and to make 
education an adjunct and aid to evangelization. The major subject 
in the curriculum was the study of the Bible. 
Beligious education is larger, broader, and in every 
way more inclusive and comprehensive than Bible study. It includes 
the social, developmental, and dynamic phases of life. Beligious 
education not only synthesizes all the elements of life in the 
process of development, but it also co-ordinates the life of the 
adolescent in a way which produces a balanced character. 
In China there is no uniformity or systemization in 
even the study of the Bible. The proposed curriculum of the East 
China Christian Educational Association has not been adopted by the 
majority of the mission schools in China because it does not meet 
the needs of every school. Evaluated by the scientific method from 
the viewpoint of religious needs of students, the selections of the 
Bible for the curriculum of religious education which have been used 
either as literature or for the purpose of dogmatic doctrinal teac~ 
ings, miss entirely the scientific life method. They have no 
correlation with the Sunday School lessons in the church. Speaking 
the truth, there is not a ready-made and systematic curriculum of 
religious education for all the church schools in China. 
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Chapter V - The Proposed Ouriculwn 
In the Junior High School the curricul~ should seek to 
meet the ~ecific needs of the pupils through the use of the best 
materials that can be secured. At this age there is a love of 
history, and a sense of altruism is developed. 
In the Senior High School, philosophy can be presented 
to his groping philosophical mind. The building of a strong 
Christian character should now be the definite aim. 
So far the only attempt to construct a comprehensive and 
complete curriculum for week-day religious ins~ruction has been 
by the Abingdon Press of the Methodist Book Concun, with Dr. 
G. H. Betts as Editor. The volumes are planned to give the pupils 
as carefully a graded and well organized series of books for the 
study of religion as are found in the public schools for religious 
education. 
The place of the church in a curriculum of religious edllca.-
tion is that of a socialized fellowship which acts and reacts on 
every phase of life, urging the youth on to not only a deeper love 
for God but also a truer love for man. The Bible contains a great 
body of social literature and moral and ~iritual inspiration Whioh 
must be and can be utilized in the training of adolescents. The 
curriculum, concretely speaking, is the lesson material through 
which an educational institution seeks to accomplish its aim. 
The ouniclllwn will not "stay put". The teacher must be free to 
change the curriculum in order to meet the needs of the social 
and religious environment in which the school is located. 
104. 
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The modern conception of the nature of a curriculum is 
vastly different from the old traditional conception. The new 
approach looks upon life as issuing from the heart; hence, a 
curriculum is not a set of ideas imposed from without but an 
order of motives actually at work in the practical life of the 
child, guiding him naturally in the inner development of his own 
life and nature. 
The purpose of a course of study in a school of religious 
education should be to assist the adolescent to find his ~ 
highest natural development as a servant and member of society • 
• The spirit of Joy, co-operation, helpfulness, justice, and fai~ 
play must be cultivated, developed from within in the life of 
the child. 
The period from twelve to sixteen in the adolescent is 
the time of moral crisis. Decisions are made at this period 
because of the psychological consti tu.tion of the mind; hence, 
with proper direction and influence the life may be signally 
turned into a positive channel or direction. The age from sixteen 
to eighteen is called the age of romance and ideality. The 
period from eighteen on until after the close of the adolescent 
period is the age of mental decision. Will power is developed. 
In religious, moral, and social standards the youth shOuld be 
so guided that his own practical will becomes assertive. Our 
aim should be to induce the child to experiment rather than to 
conform; to introduce him to problems instead of to read~da 
solutions. 
Thei~ mate~ials are such as the ahild will understand, 
enjoy, ~emember, and put into practise, and thus build into 
habits, conduct, and character. Both in content and 1n 
psychological plan the tests are suah as will make the teach-
ing of religion a satisfaction and joy in its use. 
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